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Memorandum 

To: District 32 Republican Club

Re: Legislation & Politics 

From: Chuck Serio, Legislative Committee Chairman 

Date: December 5, 2017 

S. 1720 – RAISE Act (immigration reform)

This is a comprehensive immigration reform bill that is not just amnesty for the law breakers with a 
promise of future border security.  In fact, there is no amnesty for anyone in the bill.  It does eliminate 
the Diversity Lottery Visa, limit the number of refugees given permanent residency to 50.000 per year, 
end chain migration and restructure the employment-visa system to prioritize immigrants with good 
English skills and good job offers.1  The bill was introduced on August 2, 2017 by Senator Tom Cotton 
(R-AR) and is still sitting in the Judiciary Committee.  There is a related bill in the House (HR 3775)
that has 20 cosponsors including Maryland’s Andy Harris.  No Democrat has joined in support of either 
bill and no action has been taken in either chamber.  Senator Cotton regards the issue of reforming our 
immigration policy to serve America’s national interest to have been the main reason for the President 
Trump’s victory in 2016.2  Yet few Republicans are on board. 

H.R. 3711 – Legal Workforce Act

The Legal Workforce Act will require all U.S. employers to check the work authorization for all new 
employees using the E-Verify system.  The bill was introduced by Congressman Lamar Smith (R-TX) 
on September 8, 2017.  The bill has 44 cosponsors in the House (not a single Democrat) including 
Congressman Andy Harris (R-MD).  The House Ways and Means Committee as well as the House 
Education and Workforce Committee have taken no action. 

Dodd-Frank and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau or CFPB

The creation of the CFPB was a dream come true for the progressives who insist on having the federal 
government control of all financial activities in American society. 

According to David Harsanyi, writing in The Federalist, on November 27, 2017: 

Because not only does the CFPB undermine consumer choice, it represents the worst 
overindulgences of the administrative state. Sen. Elizabeth Warren built the CFPB to 
circumvent checks and balances. Frank-Dodd ensured that the director would be virtually un-
fireable in case there was ever a Republican president. In case there was ever another 
Republican Congress, the CFPB would not be funded by tax dollars but the Federal Reserve. 

1 Lyman Stone, The Federalist, August 3, 2017 
2 Imprimis, October 2017 

http://www.md32gop.org/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1720?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22s+1720%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/3775/actions
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/3711/cosponsors?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr+3711%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://thefederalist.com/2017/11/27/perfect-time-destroy-consumer-financial-protection-bureau/
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Harsanyi also noted that the U.S. Court of Appeal for the D.C. Circuit, 2016, ruled that the CFPB was 
unconstitutional.3

This unconstitutional agency was created in 2010 by H.R. 4173 – The Restoring American Financial 
Stability Act of 2010.  The House voted on June 30, 2010.  The vote count was (237-192).  Among the 
supporters of this federal power grab were, Steny Hoyer (MD-5), Dutch Ruppersberger (MD-2), John 
Sarbanes (MD-3), Frank Kratovil (MD-1), Elijah Cummings (MD-7), Donna Edwards (MD-4), 
Chris Van Hollen (MD-8).  Roscoe Bartlett (MD-6) was the only Maryland representative to vote 
“NO.”  There were three Republicans from the other states who also supported this measure. 

The Senate did its dirty work on July 15, 2010 by voting (60-39) to inflict this authoritarian law on 
America.  Of course, Senators Cardin and Mikulski were among the perpetrators of this violation of 
our constitution.  We also had three Republicans to provide the filibuster proof majority to win the day 
for the Democrats.  They were Senators Scott Brown (R-MA), Susan Collins (R-ME) and Olympia 
Snowe (R-ME).

HR 1 – Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

This bill has been a moving target for months.  The House and the Senate have each passed significantly 
different versions of this tax revision.  Judgements about it are all over the map.  What we do know is 
that there are no “Tax Cuts for the Rich” and no tax increases for the poor in either version.  This is a 
myth promoted by the progressive demagogues in the media and the Democrat/Socialist parties.  One of 
the ways in which these progressive deceivers make this case is by considering any reduction in 
government handouts as a tax.  For example, the Senate bill repeals the ObamaCare mandate tax.  The 
progressives and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has conflated the elimination of that tax as an 
increase in taxes on those who are currently the recipients of subsidies for their medical insurance.  Some 
people who currently receive government subsidies for their medical insurance will decline to purchase 
ObamaCare when the mandate is eliminated will stop receiving subsidies.4  This is subterfuge.  The 
Democrats and the media (I repeat myself) are unreliable sources. 

Most conservatives consider the Senate bill an improvement over the House version.  The Senate and 
House must now go to conference.  What will emerge from that process is anyone’s guess. 

The House passed its version on Nov. 16 (227-205).  The Senate voted on Dec. 2 (51-49).  No Democrats 
in either chamber supported the bills.  Maryland’s Representative Andy Harris (R-MD-1) voted for the 
House bill. 

3 David Harsanyi, The Federalist, November 27, 2017 
4 Daniel Horowitz, Conservative Review, November 30, 2017 

http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2010/roll413.xml
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=111&session=2&vote=00208
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/1
https://www.conservativereview.com/articles/blowing-up-the-major-myths-about-the-gop-tax-reform-bill?utm_source=cr-content&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cr-content-newsletter-default&utm_content=-link-120117-cr-content
https://www.conservativereview.com/articles/blowing-up-the-major-myths-about-the-gop-tax-reform-bill?utm_source=cr-content&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cr-content-newsletter-default&utm_content=-link-120117-cr-content
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2017/roll637.xml
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=115&session=1&vote=00303
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115TH CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION S. 1720 


To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to establish a skills-based 


immigration points system, to focus family-sponsored immigration on 


spouses and minor children, to eliminate the Diversity Visa Program, 


to set a limit on the number of refugees admitted annually to the 


United States, and for other purposes. 


IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 


AUGUST 2, 2017 


Mr. COTTON (for himself and Mr. PERDUE) introduced the following bill; 


which was read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary 


A BILL 
To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to establish 


a skills-based immigration points system, to focus family- 


sponsored immigration on spouses and minor children, 


to eliminate the Diversity Visa Program, to set a limit 


on the number of refugees admitted annually to the 


United States, and for other purposes. 


Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1


tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 3


This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Reforming American 4


Immigration for a Strong Economy Act’’ or the ‘‘RAISE 5


Act’’. 6
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•S 1720 IS


SEC. 2. ELIMINATION OF DIVERSITY VISA PROGRAM. 1


(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 203 of the Immigration 2


and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1153) is amended by strik-3


ing subsection (c). 4


(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.— 5


(1) IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT.—The 6


Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 et 7


seq.) is amended— 8


(A) in section 101(a)(15)(V), by striking 9


‘‘section 203(d)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 10


203(c)’’; 11


(B) in section 201— 12


(i) in subsection (a)— 13


(I) in paragraph (1), by adding 14


‘‘and’’ at the end; and 15


(II) by striking paragraph (3); 16


and 17


(ii) by striking subsection (e); 18


(C) in section 203— 19


(i) in subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii)(IV), by 20


striking ‘‘section 203(b)(2)(B)’’ each place 21


such term appears and inserting ‘‘clause 22


(i)’’; 23


(ii) by redesignating subsections (d), 24


(e), (f), (g), and (h) as subsections (c), (d), 25


(e), (f), and (g), respectively; 26
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•S 1720 IS


(iii) in subsection (c), as redesignated, 1


by striking ‘‘subsection (a), (b), or (c)’’ 2


and inserting ‘‘subsection (a) or (b)’’; 3


(iv) in subsection (d), as redesig-4


nated— 5


(I) by striking paragraph (2); 6


and 7


(II) by redesignating paragraph 8


(3) as paragraph (2); 9


(v) in subsection (e), as redesignated, 10


by striking ‘‘subsection (a), (b), or (c) of 11


this section’’ and inserting ‘‘subsection (a) 12


or (b)’’; 13


(vi) in subsection (f), as redesignated, 14


by striking ‘‘subsections (a), (b), and (c)’’ 15


and inserting ‘‘subsections (a) and (b)’’; 16


and 17


(vii) in subsection (g), as redesig-18


nated— 19


(I) by striking ‘‘(d)’’ each place 20


such term appears and inserting 21


‘‘(c)’’; and 22


(II) in paragraph (2)(B), by 23


striking ‘‘subsection (a), (b), or (c)’’ 24


and inserting ‘‘subsection (a) or (b)’’; 25
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•S 1720 IS


(D) in section 204— 1


(i) in subsection (a)(1), by striking 2


subparagraph (I); 3


(ii) in subsection (e), by striking ‘‘sub-4


section (a), (b), or (c) of section 203’’ and 5


inserting ‘‘subsection (a) or (b) of section 6


203’’; and 7


(iii) in subsection (l)(2)— 8


(I) in subparagraph (B), by 9


striking ‘‘section 203 (a) or (d)’’ and 10


inserting ‘‘subsection (a) or (c) of sec-11


tion 203’’; and 12


(II) in subparagraph (C), by 13


striking ‘‘section 203(d)’’ and insert-14


ing ‘‘section 203(c)’’; 15


(E) in section 214(q)(1)(B)(i), by striking 16


‘‘section 203(d)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 17


203(c)’’; 18


(F) in section 216(h)(1), in the undesig-19


nated matter following subparagraph (C), by 20


striking ‘‘section 203(d)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 21


203(c)’’; and 22


(G) in section 245(i)(1)(B), by striking 23


‘‘section 203(d)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 24


203(c)’’. 25
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•S 1720 IS


(2) IMMIGRANT INVESTOR PILOT PROGRAM.— 1


Section 610(d) of the Departments of Commerce, 2


Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agen-3


cies Appropriations Act, 1993 (Public Law 102– 4


395) is amended by striking ‘‘section 203(e) of such 5


Act (8 U.S.C. 1153(e))’’ and inserting ‘‘section 6


203(d) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1153(d))’’. 7


(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by 8


this section shall take effect on the first day of the first 9


fiscal year beginning on or after the date of the enactment 10


of this Act. 11


SEC. 3. ANNUAL ADMISSION OF REFUGEES. 12


Section 207 of the Immigration and Nationality Act 13


(8 U.S.C. 1157) is amended— 14


(1) by striking subsections (a) and (b); 15


(2) by redesignating subsection (e) as sub-16


section (a); 17


(3) by redesignating subsection (f) as sub-18


section (e); 19


(4) by inserting after subsection (a), as redesig-20


nated, the following: 21


‘‘(b) MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS.— 22


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—The number of refugees 23


who may be admitted under this section in any fiscal 24


year may not exceed 50,000. 25
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•S 1720 IS


‘‘(2) ASYLEES.—The President shall annually 1


enumerate the number of aliens who were granted 2


asylum in the previous fiscal year.’’; and 3


(5) by striking ‘‘Attorney General’’ each place 4


such term appears and inserting ‘‘Secretary of 5


Homeland Security’’. 6


SEC. 4. FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRATION PRIORITIES. 7


(a) IMMEDIATE RELATIVE REDEFINED.—The Immi-8


gration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) is 9


amended— 10


(1) in section 101(b)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1101(b)(1)), 11


in the matter preceding subparagraph (A), by strik-12


ing ‘‘under twenty-one years of age who’’ and insert-13


ing ‘‘who is younger than 18 years of age and’’; and 14


(2) in section 201 (8 U.S.C. 1151)— 15


(A) in subsection (b)(2)(A)— 16


(i) in clause (i), by striking ‘‘children, 17


spouses, and parents of a citizen of the 18


United States, except that, in the case of 19


parents, such citizens shall be at least 21 20


years of age.’’ and inserting ‘‘children and 21


spouse of a citizen of the United States.’’; 22


and 23


(ii) in clause (ii), by striking ‘‘such an 24


immediate relative’’ and inserting ‘‘the im-25
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•S 1720 IS


mediate relative spouse of a United States 1


citizen’’; 2


(B) by striking subsection (c) and insert-3


ing the following: 4


‘‘(c) WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF FAMILY-SPONSORED 5


IMMIGRANTS.—(1) The worldwide level of family-spon-6


sored immigrants under this subsection for a fiscal year 7


is equal to 88,000 minus the number computed under 8


paragraph (2). 9


‘‘(2) The number computed under this paragraph for 10


a fiscal year is the number of aliens who were paroled into 11


the United States under section 212(d)(5) in the second 12


preceding fiscal year who— 13


‘‘(A) did not depart from the United States 14


(without advance parole) within 365 days; and 15


‘‘(B)(i) did not acquire the status of an alien 16


lawfully admitted to the United States for perma-17


nent residence during the two preceding fiscal years; 18


or 19


‘‘(ii) acquired such status during such period 20


under a provision of law (other than subsection (b)) 21


that exempts adjustment to such status from the nu-22


merical limitation on the worldwide level of immigra-23


tion under this section.’’; and 24


(C) in subsection (f)— 25
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•S 1720 IS


(i) in paragraph (2), by striking ‘‘sec-1


tion 203(a)(2)(A)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 2


203(a)’’; 3


(ii) by striking paragraph (3); 4


(iii) by redesignating paragraph (4) as 5


paragraph (3); and 6


(iv) in paragraph (3), as redesignated, 7


by striking ‘‘(1) through (3)’’ and inserting 8


‘‘(1) and (2)’’. 9


(b) FAMILY-BASED VISA PREFERENCES.—Section 10


203(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 11


1153(a)) is amended to read as follows: 12


‘‘(a) SPOUSES AND MINOR CHILDREN OF PERMA-13


NENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—Family-sponsored immigrants 14


described in this subsection are qualified immigrants who 15


are the spouse or a child of an alien lawfully admitted 16


for permanent residence.’’. 17


(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.— 18


(1) DEFINITION OF V NONIMMIGRANT.—Section 19


101(a)(15)(V) of the Immigration and Nationality 20


Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(15)(V)) is amended by strik-21


ing ‘‘section 203(a)(2)(A)’’ each place such term ap-22


pears and inserting ‘‘section 203(a)’’. 23
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•S 1720 IS


(2) NUMERICAL LIMITATION TO ANY SINGLE 1


FOREIGN STATE.—Section 202 of such Act (8 2


U.S.C. 1152) is amended— 3


(A) in subsection (a)(4)— 4


(i) by striking subparagraphs (A) and 5


(B) and inserting the following: 6


‘‘(A) 75 PERCENT OF FAMILY-SPONSORED 7


IMMIGRANTS NOT SUBJECT TO PER COUNTRY 8


LIMITATION.—Of the visa numbers made avail-9


able under section 203(a) in any fiscal year, 75 10


percent shall be issued without regard to the 11


numerical limitation under paragraph (2). 12


‘‘(B) TREATMENT OF REMAINING 25 PER-13


CENT FOR COUNTRIES SUBJECT TO SUB-14


SECTION (e).— 15


‘‘(i) IN GENERAL.—Of the visa num-16


bers made available under section 203(a) 17


in any fiscal year, 25 percent shall be 18


available, in the case of a foreign state or 19


dependent area that is subject to sub-20


section (e) only to the extent that the total 21


number of visas issued in accordance with 22


subparagraph (A) to natives of the foreign 23


state or dependent area is less than the 24


subsection (e) ceiling. 25
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•S 1720 IS


‘‘(ii) SUBSECTION (e) CEILING DE-1


FINED.—In clause (i), the term ‘subsection 2


(e) ceiling’ means, for a foreign state or 3


dependent area, 77 percent of the max-4


imum number of visas that may be made 5


available under section 203(a) to immi-6


grants who are natives of the state or area, 7


consistent with subsection (e).’’; and 8


(ii) by striking subparagraphs (C) and 9


(D); and 10


(B) in subsection (e)— 11


(i) in paragraph (1), by adding ‘‘and’’ 12


at the end; 13


(ii) by striking paragraph (2); 14


(iii) by redesignating paragraph (3) as 15


paragraph (2); and 16


(iv) in the undesignated matter after 17


paragraph (2), as redesignated, by striking 18


‘‘, respectively,’’ and all that follows and 19


inserting a period. 20


(3) RULES FOR DETERMINING WHETHER CER-21


TAIN ALIENS ARE CHILDREN.—Section 203(h) of 22


such Act (8 U.S.C. 1153(h)) is amended by striking 23


‘‘(a)(2)(A)’’ each place such term appears and in-24


serting ‘‘(a)(2)’’. 25
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•S 1720 IS


(4) PROCEDURE FOR GRANTING IMMIGRANT 1


STATUS.—Section 204 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1154) 2


is amended— 3


(A) in subsection (a)(1)— 4


(i) in subparagraph (A)(i), by striking 5


‘‘to classification by reason of a relation-6


ship described in paragraph (1), (3), or (4) 7


of section 203(a) or’’; 8


(ii) in subparagraph (B)— 9


(I) in clause (i), by redesignating 10


the second subclause (I) as subclause 11


(II); and 12


(II) by striking ‘‘203(a)(2)(A)’’ 13


each place such terms appear and in-14


serting ‘‘203(a)’’; and 15


(iii) in subparagraph (D)(i)(I), by 16


striking ‘‘a petitioner’’ and all that follows 17


through ‘‘(a)(1)(B)(iii).’’ and inserting ‘‘an 18


individual younger than 21 years of age for 19


purposes of adjudicating such petition and 20


for purposes of admission as an immediate 21


relative under section 201(b)(2)(A)(i) or a 22


family-sponsored immigrant under section 23


203(a), as appropriate, notwithstanding 24


the actual age of the individual.’’; 25
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•S 1720 IS


(B) in subsection (f)(1), by striking ‘‘, 1


203(a)(1), or 203(a)(3), as appropriate’’; and 2


(C) by striking subsection (k). 3


(5) WAIVERS OF INADMISSIBILITY.—Section 4


212 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1182) is amended— 5


(A) in subsection (a)(6)(E)(ii), by striking 6


‘‘section 203(a)(2)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 7


203(a)’’; and 8


(B) in subsection (d)(11), by striking 9


‘‘(other than paragraph (4) thereof)’’. 10


(6) EMPLOYMENT OF V NONIMMIGRANTS.—Sec-11


tion 214(q)(1)(B)(i) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 12


1184(q)(1)(B)(i)) is amended by striking ‘‘section 13


203(a)(2)(A)’’ each place such term appears and in-14


serting ‘‘section 203(a)’’. 15


(7) DEFINITION OF ALIEN SPOUSE.—Section 16


216(h)(1)(C) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1186a(h)(1)(C)) 17


is amended by striking ‘‘section 203(a)(2)’’ and in-18


serting ‘‘section 203(a)’’. 19


(8) CLASSES OF DEPORTABLE ALIENS.—Sec-20


tion 237(a)(1)(E)(ii) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 21


1227(a)(1)(E)(ii)) is amended by striking ‘‘section 22


203(a)(2)’’ and inserting ‘‘section 203(a)’’. 23
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(d) CREATION OF NONIMMIGRANT CLASSIFICATION 1


FOR ALIEN PARENTS OF ADULT UNITED STATES CITI-2


ZENS.— 3


(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 101(a)(15) of the 4


Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 5


1101(a)(15)) is amended— 6


(A) in subparagraph (T)(ii)(III), by strik-7


ing the period at the end and inserting a semi-8


colon; 9


(B) in subparagraph (U)(iii), by striking 10


‘‘or’’ at the end; 11


(C) in subparagraph (V)(ii)(II), by striking 12


the period at the end and inserting ‘‘; or’’; and 13


(D) by adding at the end the following: 14


‘‘(W) Subject to section 214(s), an alien who is 15


a parent of a citizen of the United States, if the cit-16


izen is at least 21 years of age.’’. 17


(2) CONDITIONS ON ADMISSION.—Section 214 18


of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1184) is amended by adding 19


at the end the following: 20


‘‘(s)(1) The initial period of authorized admission for 21


a nonimmigrant described in section 101(a)(15)(W) shall 22


be 5 years, but may be extended by the Secretary of 23


Homeland Security for additional 5-year periods if the 24
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United States citizen son or daughter of the nonimmigrant 1


is still residing in the United States. 2


‘‘(2) A nonimmigrant described in section 3


101(a)(15)(W)— 4


‘‘(A) is not authorized to be employed in the 5


United States; and 6


‘‘(B) is not eligible for any Federal, State, or 7


local public benefit. 8


‘‘(3) Regardless of the resources of a nonimmigrant 9


described in section 101(a)(15)(W), the United States cit-10


izen son or daughter who sponsored the nonimmigrant 11


parent shall be responsible for the nonimmigrant’s support 12


while the nonimmigrant resides in the United States. 13


‘‘(4) An alien is ineligible to receive a visa or to be 14


admitted into the United States as a nonimmigrant de-15


scribed in section 101(a)(15)(W) unless the alien provides 16


satisfactory proof that the United States citizen son or 17


daughter has arranged for health insurance coverage for 18


the alien, at no cost to the alien, during the anticipated 19


period of the alien’s residence in the United States.’’. 20


(e) EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICABILITY.— 21


(1) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made 22


by this section shall take effect on the first day of 23


the first fiscal year that begins after the date of the 24


enactment of this Act. 25
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(2) INVALIDITY OF CERTAIN PETITIONS AND 1


APPLICATIONS.—Excepted as provided in paragraph 2


(3), any petition under section 204 of the Immigra-3


tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1154) seeking 4


classification of an alien under a family-sponsored 5


immigrant category that was eliminated by the 6


amendments made by this section and filed after the 7


date on which this Act was introduced and any ap-8


plication for an immigrant visa based on such a peti-9


tion shall be considered invalid. 10


(3) VALID OFFER OF ADMISSION.—Notwith-11


standing the termination by this Act of the family- 12


sponsored and employment-based immigrant visa 13


categories, any alien who was granted admission to 14


the United States under subsection (a) or (b) of sec-15


tion 203 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as 16


in effect on the day before the date of the enactment 17


of this Act, and is scheduled to receive an immigrant 18


visa in the applicable preference category not later 19


than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this 20


Act, shall be entitled to such visa if the alien enters 21


the United States within 1 year after such date of 22


enactment. 23
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SEC. 5. REPLACEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRA-1


TION CATEGORIES WITH IMMIGRATION 2


POINTS SYSTEM. 3


(a) WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF IMMIGRATION.—Section 4


201 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 5


1151) is amended— 6


(1) in subsection (a), as amended by section 7


2(b)(1)(B), by amending paragraph (2) to read as 8


follows: 9


‘‘(2) points-based immigrants described in sec-10


tion 203(b), in a number not to exceed— 11


‘‘(A) the number specified in subsection 12


(d) during any fiscal year; or 13


‘‘(B) 50 percent of the number specified in 14


subsection (d) during the first 6 months of any 15


fiscal year.’’; and 16


(2) by amending subsection (d) to read as fol-17


lows: 18


‘‘(d) WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF POINTS-BASED IMMI-19


GRANTS.— 20


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—The worldwide level of 21


points-based immigrant visas issued during any fis-22


cal year may not exceed 140,000. 23


‘‘(2) EFFECT OF VISAS ISSUED TO SPOUSES 24


AND CHILDREN.—The numerical limitation set forth 25
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in paragraph (1) shall include any visas issued pur-1


suant to section 203(b)(3).’’. 2


(b) NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL FOR-3


EIGN STATES.—Section 202(a) of the Immigration and 4


Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1152(a)) is amended— 5


(1) in paragraph (2)— 6


(A) in the paragraph heading, by striking 7


‘‘AND EMPLOYMENT-BASED’’; 8


(B) by striking ‘‘paragraphs (3), (4), and 9


(5)’’ and inserting ‘‘paragraphs (3) and (4)’’; 10


and 11


(C) by striking ‘‘subsections (a) and (b)’’ 12


and inserting ‘‘subsection (a)’’; 13


(2) in paragraph (3), by striking ‘‘both sub-14


sections (a) and (b)’’ and inserting ‘‘subsection (a)’’; 15


and 16


(3) by striking paragraph (5). 17


(c) APPLICATION PROCESS FOR POINTS-BASED IM-18


MIGRANTS.—Section 203 of the Immigration and Nation-19


ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1153) is amended— 20


(1) by amending subsection (b) to read as fol-21


lows: 22


‘‘(b) APPLICATION PROCESS FOR POINTS-BASED IM-23


MIGRANT VISAS.— 24


‘‘(1) ELIGIBILITY SCREENING.— 25
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‘‘(A) APPLICATION SUBMISSION.—Any 1


alien seeking to immigrate to the United States 2


who believes that he or she meets the points re-3


quirement set forth in section 220 may submit 4


an online application to U.S. Citizenship and 5


Immigration Services for placement in the eligi-6


ble applicant pool. 7


‘‘(B) APPLICATION ELEMENTS.—Each ap-8


plication submitted under subparagraph (A) 9


shall include— 10


‘‘(i) the identification of the points for 11


which the applicant is eligible under sec-12


tion 220; 13


‘‘(ii) an attestation by the applicant, 14


under penalty of disqualification, that the 15


applicant has sufficient documentation to 16


verify the points claimed under clause (i); 17


‘‘(iii) the electronic submission of an 18


application fee in the amount of $160; and 19


‘‘(iv) any other information required 20


by the Director of U.S. Citizenship and 21


Immigration Services, by regulation. 22


‘‘(C) ELIGIBLE APPLICANT POOL.— 23


‘‘(i) IN GENERAL.—Each application 24


that meets the points requirement set forth 25
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in section 220 shall be placed in an eligible 1


applicant pool, which shall be sorted by 2


total points. 3


‘‘(ii) TIE-BREAKING FACTORS.—Appli-4


cations with equal points will be sorted 5


based on the following tie-breaking factors: 6


‘‘(I) Applicants whose highest 7


educational degree is a doctorate de-8


gree (or equivalent foreign degree) 9


shall be ranked higher than applicants 10


whose highest educational degree is a 11


professional degree (as defined in sec-12


tion 220(a)) or equivalent foreign de-13


gree, who shall be ranked higher than 14


applicants whose highest educational 15


degree is a master’s degree (or equiv-16


alent foreign degree), who shall be 17


ranked higher than applicants whose 18


highest educational degree is a bach-19


elor’s degree (or equivalent foreign de-20


gree), who shall be ranked higher 21


than applicants whose highest edu-22


cational degree is a high school di-23


ploma (as defined in section 220(a)) 24


or equivalent foreign diploma, who 25
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shall be ranked higher than applicants 1


without a high school diploma, with 2


United States degrees ranked higher 3


than their foreign counterparts. 4


‘‘(II) Applicants with equal 5


points and equal educational attain-6


ment shall be ranked according to 7


their respective English language pro-8


ficiency test rankings (as defined in 9


section 220(a)). 10


‘‘(III) Applicants with equal 11


points, equal educational attainment, 12


and equal English language pro-13


ficiency test rankings shall be ranked 14


according to their age, with applicants 15


who are nearest their 25th birthdays 16


being ranked higher. 17


‘‘(D) DURATION.—Applications shall re-18


main in the eligible applicant pool for 12 19


months. An applicant who is not invited to 20


apply for a point-based immigrant visa during 21


the 12-month period in which the application 22


remains in the eligible applicant pool may re-23


apply for placement in the eligible applicant 24


pool. 25
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‘‘(2) VISA PETITION.— 1


‘‘(A) INVITATION.—Every 6 months, the 2


Director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 3


Services shall invite the highest ranked appli-4


cants in the eligible applicant pool, in a number 5


that is expected to yield 50 percent of the 6


point-based immigrant visas authorized under 7


section 201(d) for the fiscal year, including 8


spouses and dependent children accompanying 9


or following to join the principle alien, to file a 10


petition for a points-based immigrant visa. 11


‘‘(B) PETITION ELEMENTS.—Subject to 12


subparagraph (C), the Director of U.S. Citizen-13


ship and Immigration Services shall award a 14


points-based immigrant visa to any applicant 15


invited to file a petition under subparagraph 16


(A) who, not later than 90 days after receiving 17


such invitation, files a petition with the Direc-18


tor that includes— 19


‘‘(i) valid documentation proving that 20


the applicant is entitled to all of the points 21


claimed in the application submitted pur-22


suant to paragraph (1); 23


‘‘(ii) an attestation from the prospec-24


tive employer, if applicable— 25
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‘‘(I) of the annual salary being 1


offered to the applicant; and 2


‘‘(II) that the job being offered 3


to the applicant is a new or vacant po-4


sition that does not displace a United 5


States worker; 6


‘‘(iii)(I) proof that the applicant’s 7


United States employer has secured health 8


insurance that meet all applicable regula-9


tions; or 10


‘‘(II) evidence that the applicant has 11


posted a bond to be used to purchase the 12


health insurance described in subclause (I); 13


and 14


‘‘(iv) a fee in the amount of $345. 15


‘‘(C) DISPOSITION OF PETITIONS EXCEED-16


ING THE ANNUAL NUMERICAL LIMITATION.—If 17


the Director receives a petition that complies 18


with the requirements under subparagraph (B) 19


after the numerical limitation set forth in sec-20


tion 201(d) has been reached for the applicable 21


fiscal year, the Director shall— 22


‘‘(i) issue a points-based immigrant 23


visa to the petitioner; 24
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‘‘(ii) delay the admission into the 1


United States of the petitioner and his or 2


her spouse and children, if applicable, until 3


the first day of the following fiscal year; 4


and 5


‘‘(iii) reduce the number of points- 6


based immigrant visas that may be issued 7


during the following fiscal year accord-8


ingly. 9


‘‘(3) VISAS FOR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN.— 10


‘‘(A) SPOUSE.—The legal spouse of an ap-11


plicant under this subsection who is accom-12


panying or following to join the applicant in the 13


United States shall be issued a points-based im-14


migrant visa under this section upon the ap-15


proval of the spouse’s petition under paragraph 16


(2). 17


‘‘(B) MINOR CHILDREN.—Any children of 18


an applicant under this subsection who have not 19


reached 18 years of age as of the date on which 20


a petition is filed under paragraph (2) and are 21


accompanying or following to join the applicant 22


in the United States shall be issued a points- 23


based immigrant visa under this section upon 24
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the approval of the parent’s petition under 1


paragraph (2). 2


‘‘(C) DEPENDENT ADULT CHILDREN.— 3


Any adult child of an applicant under this sub-4


section who is unable to care for himself or her-5


self may be admitted into the United States, on 6


a temporary basis, until he or she is capable to 7


care for himself or herself, but may not be au-8


thorized to work in the United States or to re-9


ceive any other benefits of permanent residence. 10


‘‘(4) INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS.—The Director 11


shall adjust the amount of the fees required under 12


paragraphs (1)(B)(iii) and (2)(B)(iv) every 2 years, 13


as appropriate, to reflect inflation. 14


‘‘(5) INELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.— 15


An alien who has been issued a points-based immi-16


grant visa under this subsection, and every member 17


of the household of such alien, shall not be eligible 18


for any Federal means-tested public benefit (as de-19


fined and implemented in section 403 of the Per-20


sonal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Rec-21


onciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1613)) during the 22


5-year period beginning on the date on which such 23


visa was issued.’’; and 24
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(2) in subsection (d)(1), as redesignated by sec-1


tion 2(b)(1)(C)(ii), by striking ‘‘or (b)’’. 2


(d) ESTABLISHMENT OF IMMIGRATION POINTS SYS-3


TEM.— 4


(1) IN GENERAL.—Chapter 2 of title II of the 5


Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1181 et 6


seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following: 7


‘‘SEC. 220. IMMIGRATION POINTS SYSTEM. 8


‘‘(a) DEFINITIONS.—In this section: 9


‘‘(1) ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 10


TEST.—The term ‘English language proficiency test’ 11


means— 12


‘‘(A) the International English Language 13


Testing System (IELTS), as administered by a 14


partnership between the British Council, IDP 15


Education, and Cambridge English Language 16


Assessment; 17


‘‘(B) the Test of English as a Foreign 18


Language (TOEFL), as administered by the 19


Educational Testing Service; or 20


‘‘(C) any other test to measure English 21


proficiency that has been approved by the Com-22


missioner of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 23


Services for purposes of subsection (e) that 24


meets the standards of English language ability 25
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measurement and anti-fraud integrity set by the 1


IELTS or the TOEFL. 2


‘‘(2) ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TEST 3


RANKING.— 4


‘‘(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to subpara-5


graph (B), the term ‘English language pro-6


ficiency test ranking’ means the decile rank of 7


the applicant’s English language proficiency 8


test score, when compared with all of the other 9


people who took the same test during the same 10


period. 11


‘‘(B) ADJUSTMENT.—The Commissioner of 12


U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, in 13


consultation with the Secretary of Education, 14


may adjust the decile rank of an applicant’s 15


English language proficiency test score if the 16


number of people taking such test is too small 17


or unusually skewed to make such decile rank 18


inconsistent with the decile rank the applicant 19


would have received if he or she had taken the 20


IELTS or TOEFL. 21


‘‘(3) HIGH SCHOOL.—The term ‘high school’ 22


has the meaning given such term in section 8101 of 23


the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 24


1965 (20 U.S.C. 7801). 25
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‘‘(4) IELTS.—The term ‘IELTS’ means the 1


International English Language Testing System. 2


‘‘(5) INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION.— 3


The term ‘institution of higher education’ has the 4


same meaning given that term in section 101 of the 5


Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001). 6


‘‘(6) PROFESSIONAL DEGREE.—The term ‘pro-7


fessional degree’ includes the following degrees: 8


‘‘(A) Master’s of Business Administration. 9


‘‘(B) Doctor of Jurisprudence. 10


‘‘(C) Doctor of Medicine. 11


‘‘(7) STEM.—The term ‘STEM’ means the 12


academic discipline of science, technology, engineer-13


ing, or mathematics. 14


‘‘(8) TOEFL.—The term ‘TOEFL’ means the 15


Test of English as a Foreign Language. 16


‘‘(b) IN GENERAL.—An alien is eligible to submit an 17


application for placement in the eligible applicant pool 18


under section 203(b)(1) if the applicant has accrued a 19


total of 30 points under this section. 20


‘‘(c) AGE.— 21


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—An applicant may accrue 22


points for age under this subsection based on the 23


age of the applicant on the date on which the appli-24


cant submits an application under section 203(b)(1). 25
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‘‘(2) AGES 0 THROUGH 17.—An alien who has 1


not reached 18 years of age may not submit an ap-2


plication under section 203(b)(1). 3


‘‘(3) AGES 18 THROUGH 21.—An applicant who 4


is at least 18 years of age and younger than 22 5


years of age shall accrue 6 points. 6


‘‘(4) AGES 22 THROUGH 25.—An applicant who 7


is at least 22 years of age and younger than 26 8


years of age shall accrue 8 points. 9


‘‘(5) AGES 26 THROUGH 30.—An applicant who 10


is at least 26 years of age and younger than 31 11


years of age shall accrue 10 points. 12


‘‘(6) AGES 31 THROUGH 35.—An applicant who 13


is at least 31 years of age and younger than 36 14


years of age shall accrue 8 points. 15


‘‘(7) AGES 36 THROUGH 40.—An applicant who 16


is at least 36 years of age and younger than 41 17


years of age shall accrue 6 points. 18


‘‘(8) AGES 41 THROUGH 45.—An applicant who 19


is at least 41 years of age and younger than 46 20


years of age shall accrue 4 points. 21


‘‘(9) AGES 46 THROUGH 50.—An applicant who 22


is at least 46 years of age and younger than 51 23


years of age shall accrue 2 points. 24
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‘‘(10) AGE 51 AND OLDER.—An applicant who 1


is at least 51 years of age may submit an applica-2


tion under section 203(b), but shall not accrue any 3


points on account of age. 4


‘‘(d) EDUCATION.— 5


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—An applicant may only ac-6


crue points for educational attainment under this 7


section based on the highest degree obtained by the 8


applicant as of the date on which the applicant sub-9


mits an application under section 203(b). 10


‘‘(2) UNITED STATES OR FOREIGN HIGH 11


SCHOOL DEGREE.—An applicant whose highest de-12


gree is a diploma from a high school in the United 13


States, or the foreign equivalent of such a degree, as 14


determined by the Secretary of Education, shall ac-15


crue 1 point. 16


‘‘(3) FOREIGN BACHELOR’S DEGREE.—An ap-17


plicant who has received the foreign equivalent of a 18


bachelor’s degree from an institution of higher edu-19


cation, as determined by the Secretary of Education, 20


but has not received a degree described in para-21


graphs (5) through (8), shall accrue 5 points. 22


‘‘(4) UNITED STATES BACHELOR’S DEGREE.— 23


An applicant who has received a bachelor’s degree 24


from an institution of higher education, but has not 25
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received a degree described in paragraphs (5) 1


through (8), shall accrue 6 points. 2


‘‘(5) FOREIGN MASTER’S DEGREE IN STEM.— 3


An applicant whose highest degree is a master’s de-4


gree in STEM from a foreign college or university, 5


approved by the Secretary of Education, shall accrue 6


7 points. 7


‘‘(6) UNITED STATES MASTER’S DEGREE IN 8


STEM.—An applicant whose highest degree is a mas-9


ter’s degree in STEM from an institution of higher 10


education shall accrue 8 points. 11


‘‘(7) FOREIGN PROFESSIONAL DEGREE OR DOC-12


TORATE DEGREE IN STEM.—An applicant whose 13


highest degree is a foreign professional degree or a 14


doctorate degree in STEM, approved by the Sec-15


retary of Education, shall accrue 10 points. 16


‘‘(8) UNITED STATES PROFESSIONAL DEGREE 17


OR DOCTORATE DEGREE IN STEM.—An applicant 18


whose highest degree is a United States professional 19


degree or a doctorate degree in STEM from an in-20


stitution of higher education shall accrue 13 points. 21


‘‘(9) APPROVED FOREIGN EDUCATIONAL INSTI-22


TUTIONS AND DEGREES.—The Director of U.S. Citi-23


zenship and Immigration Services, in cooperation 24


with the Secretary of Education, shall maintain and 25
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regularly update a list of foreign educational institu-1


tions and degrees that meet accreditation standards 2


equivalent to those recognized by major United 3


States accrediting agencies and are approved for the 4


purpose of accruing points under this subsection. 5


‘‘(e) ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY.— 6


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—An applicant may accrue 7


points for English language proficiency in accord-8


ance with this subsection based on the highest 9


English language assessment test ranking of the ap-10


plicant as of the date on which the applicant submits 11


an application under section 203(b). 12


‘‘(2) 1ST THROUGH 5TH DECILES.—An appli-13


cant whose English language proficiency test score is 14


lower than the 6th decile rank shall not accrue any 15


points under this subsection. 16


‘‘(3) 6TH AND 7TH DECILES.—An applicant 17


whose English language proficiency test score is in 18


the 6th or 7th decile ranks shall accrue 6 points. 19


‘‘(4) 8TH DECILE.—An applicant whose English 20


language proficiency test score is in the 8th decile 21


rank shall accrue 10 points. 22


‘‘(5) 9TH DECILE.—An applicant whose English 23


language proficiency test score is in the 9th decile 24


rank shall accrue 11 points. 25
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‘‘(6) 10TH DECILE.—An applicant whose 1


English language proficiency test score is in the 2


10th decile rank shall accrue 12 points. 3


‘‘(f) EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT.—An applicant 4


may accrue, for extraordinary achievement under this sub-5


section— 6


‘‘(1) 25 points if the applicant is a Nobel Lau-7


reate or has received comparable recognition in a 8


field of scientific or social scientific study, as deter-9


mined by the Commissioner of U.S. Citizenship and 10


Immigration Services; and 11


‘‘(2) 15 points if the applicant, during the 8- 12


year period immediately preceding the submission of 13


an application under section 203(b)(1), earned an 14


individual Olympic medal or placed first in an inter-15


national sporting event in which the majority of the 16


best athletes in an Olympic sport were represented, 17


as determined by the Commissioner of U.S. Citizen-18


ship and Immigration Services. 19


‘‘(g) JOB OFFER.— 20


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—An applicant may accrue, 21


for highly compensated employment under this sub-22


section— 23


‘‘(A) 5 points if the annual salary being of-24


fered by the applicant’s prospective employer is 25
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at least 150 percent of the median household 1


income in the State in which the applicant will 2


be employed, as determined by the Secretary of 3


Labor, and less than 200 percent of such me-4


dian household income; 5


‘‘(B) 8 points if the annual salary being of-6


fered by the applicant’s prospective employer is 7


at least 200 percent of the median household 8


income in the State in which the applicant will 9


be employed, as determined by the Secretary of 10


Labor, and less than 300 percent of such me-11


dian household income; and 12


‘‘(C) 13 points if the annual salary being 13


offered by the applicant’s prospective employer 14


is at least 300 percent of the median household 15


income in the State in which the applicant will 16


be employed, as determined by the Secretary of 17


Labor. 18


‘‘(2) REQUIREMENT.—An applicant may not be 19


placed in the eligible applicant pool under section 20


203(b)(1) if— 21


‘‘(A) the applicant has not received a de-22


gree higher than a bachelor’s degree; and 23


‘‘(B) the applicant does not accrue any 24


points under paragraph (1). 25
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‘‘(h) INVESTMENT IN, AND ACTIVE MANAGEMENT 1


OF, NEW COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE.— 2


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—An applicant may accrue, 3


for foreign investment under this subsection— 4


‘‘(A) 6 points if the applicant agrees to in-5


vest the equivalent of $1,350,000 in foreign 6


currency in a new commercial enterprise in the 7


United States, maintain such investment for at 8


least 3 years, and play an active role in the 9


management of such commercial enterprise as 10


the applicant’s primary occupation; and 11


‘‘(B) 12 points if the applicant agrees to 12


invest the equivalent of $1,800,000 in foreign 13


currency in a new commercial enterprise in the 14


United States, maintain such investment for at 15


least 3 years, and play an active role in the 16


management of such commercial enterprise as 17


the applicant’s primary occupation. 18


‘‘(2) FAILURE TO MAINTAIN INVESTMENT.—A 19


points-based immigrant visa issued under section 20


201(b) to an applicant who accrued points under 21


this subsection shall be rescinded if the applicant 22


fails to comply with the requirements under para-23


graph (1) for a period in excess of 1 year. 24
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‘‘(i) VALID OFFER OF ADMISSION UNDER FAMILY 1


PREFERENCE CATEGORY.—Any alien who was granted 2


admission to the United States under section 203(a) of 3


the Immigration and Nationality Act, as in effect on the 4


day before the date of enactment of this Act, shall be enti-5


tled to 2 points if— 6


‘‘(1) the applicant was scheduled to receive an 7


immigrant visa under that preference category; and 8


‘‘(2) the applicant did not receive an immigrant 9


visa during the 1-year period beginning on the date 10


of the enactment of this Act. 11


‘‘(j) EFFECT OF SPOUSE ON ACCRUAL OF POINTS.— 12


‘‘(1) IN GENERAL.—If an applicant has a 13


spouse who will be accompanying or following to join 14


the applicant in the United States, the applicant will 15


identify the points that the spouse would accrue 16


under each of subsections (c) through (e) if he or 17


she were applying for a points-based immigrant visa. 18


‘‘(2) POINTS ADJUSTMENT.—For each of the 19


categories set forth in subsections (c) through (e)— 20


‘‘(A) if the number of points that would be 21


accrued by the spouse is the same or higher as 22


the points accrued by the applicant, the number 23


of points shall not be adjusted; 24
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‘‘(B) if the number of points that would be 1


accrued by the spouse is lower than the number 2


of points accrued by the applicant, the number 3


of points accrued by the applicant shall be ad-4


justed so that it is equal to the sum of— 5


‘‘(i) the number of points accrued by 6


the applicant under such category multi-7


plied by 70 percent; and 8


‘‘(ii) the number of points accrued by 9


the spouse under such category multiplied 10


by 30 percent.’’. 11


(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of con-12


tents for the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 13


U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) is amended by inserting after 14


the item relating to section 219 the following: 15


‘‘Sec. 220. Immigration points system.’’. 


(e) ANNUAL REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after 16


the date of the enactment of this Act, and annually there-17


after, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall submit a 18


report to Congress that includes, for the previous fiscal 19


year— 20


(1) the number of visas issued under section 21


203(b) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as 22


added by subsection (c), based on the Immigration 23


Points System established under section 220 of such 24


Act, as added by subsection (d); 25
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(2) with respect to the aliens placed in the eligi-1


ble applicant pool under section 203(b)(1)(C) of 2


such Act during the previous fiscal year— 3


(A) the percentage of such aliens seeking 4


residence in each State; 5


(B) the percentage of such aliens in each 6


of the educational attainment categories set 7


forth in section 220(d) of such Act; 8


(C) the percentage of such aliens in each 9


of the English language proficiency categories 10


set forth in section 220(e) of such Act; 11


(D) the initial United States employer of 12


such aliens and the average starting annual sal-13


ary offered by such employers in the United 14


States; and 15


(E) the number of such aliens agreeing to 16


invest in a new commercial enterprise in the 17


United States, and the percentage of such 18


aliens in each of the categories set forth in sec-19


tion 220(h) of such Act; and 20


(3) with respect to the aliens invited to file a 21


points-based immigrant visa petition pursuant to 22


section 203(b)(2) of such Act, the statistics set forth 23


in subparagraphs (A) through (E) of paragraph (2). 24


(f) QUADRENNIAL REPORT.— 25
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(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 4 years after 1


the date of the enactment of this Act, and every 4 2


years thereafter, the Secretary of Homeland Secu-3


rity, in consultation with the Secretary of Labor, the 4


Secretary of Commerce, and the Secretary of State, 5


shall submit a report to the Committee on the Judi-6


ciary of the Senate, the Committee on Foreign Rela-7


tions of the Senate, the Committee on the Judiciary 8


of the House of Representatives, and the Committee 9


on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives 10


that includes any recommendations for revisions to 11


the immigration points system set forth in section 12


220 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as 13


added by section 5(d)— 14


(A) by reallocating points within or among 15


the categories set forth in subsections (c) 16


through (i) of such section; and 17


(B) by adding or subtracting additional 18


points categories. 19


(2) CRITERIA FOR RECOMMENDATIONS.—The 20


recommendations included in the report required 21


under paragraph (1) shall be designed to achieve the 22


goals of— 23


(A) increasing per capita growth in the 24


gross domestic product of the United States; 25
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(B) enhancing prospects for the economic 1


success of immigrants issued points-based im-2


migrant visas; 3


(C) improving the fiscal health of the 4


United States; and 5


(D) protecting or increasing the wages of 6


working Americans. 7


SEC. 6. PREREQUISITE FOR NATURALIZATION. 8


Section 318 of the Immigration and Nationality Act 9


(8 U.S.C. 1429 et seq.) is amended— 10


(1) by striking ‘‘Except’’ and inserting the fol-11


lowing: 12


‘‘(a) PERMANENT RESIDENT.—Except’’; 13


(2) by striking ‘‘he’’ each place such term ap-14


pears and inserting ‘‘he or she’’; 15


(3) by striking ‘‘his’’ and inserting ‘‘his or her’’; 16


(4) by striking ‘‘Attorney General’’ each place 17


such term appears and inserting ‘‘Secretary of 18


Homeland Security’’; 19


(5) by striking ‘‘the Service’’ and inserting ‘‘the 20


Department of Homeland Security’’; 21


(6) by striking ‘‘Notwithstanding’’ and insert-22


ing the following: 23


‘‘(b) WARRANT OF ARREST.—Notwithstanding’’; 24
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(7) by striking ‘‘Act: Provided, That the find-1


ings’’ and inserting ‘‘Act. The findings’’; and 2


(8) by adding at the end the following: 3


‘‘(c) OUTSTANDING DEBTS.—No person may be nat-4


uralized under this title if the individual who executed an 5


affidavit of support with respect to the person has failed 6


to reimburse the Federal Government, in accordance with 7


section 213A(b), for all means-tested public benefits re-8


ceived by the person during the 5-year period beginning 9


on the date on which the alien was lawfully admitted for 10


permanent residence.’’. 11


Æ 
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Everything You Need To Know
About The RAISE Act Without
Reading It


Lyman Stone


Few issues so fixate and divide our nation of immigrants as


much as how we should govern immigration. This has been


especially true since the recent presidential campaign, when


immigration debates loomed large.


While the Trump administration has enacted various


immigration-related policies by executive orders, Republicans


have finally introduced an actual piece of legislation to represent


their views. The “Reforming American Immigration for a Strong


Economy Act” (RAISE Act henceforth) will undoubtedly be in


the news in upcoming days and weeks, so it behooves the careful


conservative media consumer to know what’s in the bill and


what it means.


First, the RAISE ACT would eliminate “Diversity Lottery Visas,”


a program that gives 50,000 visas to countries that send few


immigrants to the United States in the name of, well, diversity.


Second, it would limit the number of refugees given permanent


residency to 50,000 per year. Third, it would eliminate the


ability of immigrants to sponsor visas for extended family


members and adult children.


Fourth, it would restructure the employment-visa system into a
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points system akin to those used by Canada or Australia,


prioritizing young-ish immigrants with good English, high-


paying job offers, and other markers of achievement.


The RAISE Act Would Reduce Immigration


The net effect of the RAISE Act would be, ironically given the


name, a sharp decline in legal immigration. The graphs below


show legal immigration per year since 1980, as well as the effect


forecast by the RAISE Act’s sponsors, in absolute numbers as


well as legal immigration as a percentage of population since


1850.
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As both graphs make clear, the RAISE Act would be a significant


reduction in total legal immigration. It would not have any direct


effect on illegal immigration, however, it is almost a certainty


that more restricted access to legal immigration for family


members of current immigrants would result in higher levels of


illegal immigration by those family members. As a result, it is


likely that total immigration would fall less than legal


immigration does, as the RAISE Act would somewhat increase


illegal immigration (although of course more intensive border


enforcement could offset that).


It should be noted that legal immigration is already stable even


without changes to any laws. In absolute numbers and


population share, legal immigration has been approximately flat


for about 15 years. Meanwhile, illegal immigration has been
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stable at comparatively low levels. The graph below shows the


number of apprehensions and verdicts of inadmissibility along


the southwest border in each year ending in June from 2001 to


this past June.


Using border apprehensions as a proxy for illegal immigration,


we can get a rough estimate of total immigration into the United


States, shown in the graph below. Legal and illegal immigration


can be seen to decline fairly sharply from 2000 until 2011, but


immigration has been stable since then at around 1.5 million


new entrants per year.


The graph also includes a forecast out to 2028 under the RAISE


Act incorporating the sponsor’s forecast of legal immigration as


well as a reasonable forecast of illegal immigration. Altogether,
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the RAISE Act would indeed lower immigration, but ultimately


this immigration restriction bill would do less to lower


immigration than George W. Bush did, and he is not usually


remembered as slashing immigration (although illegal


immigration did fall dramatically while he was president).


This Bill Would Fundamentally Change


Immigration Policy


Right now, immigrants can legally come to the United States


through several channels. The most common method is family-


based migration. Current U.S. permanent residents can sponsor


visas for their children, spouses, parents, grandparents, and


other extended family members.
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Another common method is employment-based migration,


wherein employers can sponsor an application for a green card


for certain workers. About 140,000 such employment-based


green cards are available each year. These are separate from


temporary work visas like H1-B, which the RAISE Act does not


affect. A comparatively small number of immigrants obtain


permanent residency after arriving as a refugee (about 50,000


per year) or through the Diversity Lottery (50,000 per year).


Instead of the current complex system of employment priorities,


the RAISE Act creates a “points system.” Point systems work in a


very straightforward and transparent way: each person applying


for immigration authorization is awarded points based on


various characteristics on a 0 to 100 bases. If you get fewer than


30 points, you are ineligible for immigration.


Practically speaking, nobody except Olympic athletes, wealthy


investors, or Nobel Prize winners gets a score over 45 points. For


most immigrants, points come from age (26-31 is the sweet spot,


earning 10 points, while over-50s get zero points, with various


gradations in between), education (a bachelor’s degree earns you


5 or 6, an STEM masters 7 or 8, a STEM PhD 10 or 13), English-


language skills (the top 10 percent of test-takers using a


standardized test get 12 points), and salary offered (5-13 points


depending on how far the wage is above median wages).


Many countries use points systems because these are easy to


understand for voters, bureaucrats, and immigrants. Voters feel


like they understand how they’re being governed, bureaucrats


don’t have to make as many subjective choices, and immigrants


have clear goals and benchmarks. The United Kingdom adopted
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such a system in 2008. Australia’s system is widely seen as a


model for such systems. You can easily look up Canada’s scoring


system online.


By totally eliminating the Diversity Lottery, restricting refugee


admissions, and dramatically reducing family visas, the RAISE


Act would place a much heavier emphasis on skills-based


migration than our current system does. In that sense, it would


make immigration into the United States more similar to our


English-speaking, nation-of-immigrants peer countries like


Australia and Canada, while making it harder for whole


extended family groups of immigrants to move to the United


States all at once.


While separating families can create ill-will among some


immigrants, most experts on both sides of the aisle agree that


language learning, income convergence, and preparation for


naturalization all occur more rapidly when immigrants are


embedded in mostly native social circles and are better


educated. Thus, broadly speaking, points-based systems help to


integrate immigrants faster and more seamlessly than systems


based on family ties and kinship like current U.S. immigration


law.


The Good and The Bad


A focus on skills is long overdue. Even as low-skilled workers in


the United States may face competition from cheaper immigrant


labor, high-skilled employers continue to complain that they


can’t find enough workers. Shifting away from kinship-based


visas that encourage immigrants to bring over lower-skilled
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relatives towards a system that zeroes in on skilled workers


would simultaneously reduce the pressure on working-class


wages while making it easier for advanced companies to hire the


best and brightest from around the world.


The RAISE Act relieves some pressure on low-skilled workers,


which is good, but it does absolutely nothing to make the United


States more globally competitive.


At least, that’s what should happen. But the RAISE Act designers


made a crucial drafting error. They slashed family visas,


implemented a points-based system… then left the number of


employment visas unchanged at 140,000. This is nonsensical.


Sure, the RAISE Act relieves some pressure on low-skilled


workers, which is good, but it does absolutely nothing to make


the United States more globally competitive.


Indeed, it actually makes it harder for companies to poach talent


from abroad by creating additional barriers, such as English


fluency or certain age brackets, that were not previously


necessary. Say you’re an advanced polymer manufacturing


company in Ohio and you want to hire an engineer. Your new


hire has a PhD in polymers from a U.S. university (13 points)


and you’re offering him 400 percent of median wages (13


points). But he’s 53 (zero points) and his English is only about


average for foreigners (zero points). At 26 points, this candidate


is totally ineligible for a visa despite obviously being good for the


country.


Now, that’s no big deal if the RAISE Act had actually raised the


cap on skilled migration. Sure, you’d lose some good candidates


to the points system, but the greater amount of skilled workers
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overall would more than offset in terms of boosting the


economy. But alas, the RAISE Act did not raise the amount of


allowed skilled migration. Given that the RAISE Act actually


makes it harder to recruit skilled workers, even as it cuts off


other labor supply, it is almost impossible to imagine it actually


strengthening the economy, as its sponsors desire.


Luckily, this simple mistake can be fixed. A higher cap designed


to at least offset the Diversity Lottery, possibly also some of the


extended family visas, would go a long way to showing the bill’s


sponsors are serious about shifting the United States towards a


skills-based immigration system. Setting the skills-based visa


cap at 250,000 or 300,000 would go a long way towards giving


cutting-edge companies the space they need to compete in a


global environment without compromising on the skills quality


of immigrants.


Making It Even Better


The truth is, under a well-designed points system, no cap on


immigration is necessary. While this may seem like open-


borders extremism, it’s actually just simple, logical, nationally


self-interested policymaking. In an ideal points system we would


come up with all the factors that predict how likely an immigrant


is to fit in well in the United States.


So we might give extra points for employability, education, and


language, as the RAISE Act proposes. We may also give extra


points for certain age brackets, exceptional achievements, or


business concerns, as RAISE does. But we might also assign


points for other factors: have you lived in the United States
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previously? If your English proficiency is excellent, do you speak


any of the languages the State Department identifies as critical


to American strategic interests?


In an ideal points system we would come up with all the factors


that predict how likely an immigrant is to fit in well in the


United States.


We could also expand the list of exceptional accomplishments to


include more than Nobel prizes and Olympic medals: notable


publications, trademarks, or patents, for example, could be


considered. We could also assign points for a person who has


been on an Olympic team but has not yet earned medals, as a


way to poach talent. We could even roll refugee-type


considerations into the points system: are you a member of a


persecuted ethnic or religious minority in your home country?


Here’s 5 extra points, etc. People seeing the United States as a


friendly welcome and hand out of persecution are likely to


integrate faster, especially if they also speak English, are


educated, and are in prime working years (most refugee-


terrorists arrive as teenagers).


Once we have a satisfactory set of criteria, we don’t need a cap.


Say that, under a well-designed points system, 1 million


immigrants arrive. That poses no serious problem for


integration or government benefits because, by definition, all 1


million met our standards for self-sufficiency and good


integration! By categorically excluding individuals who pose a


risk of integration and making the points system the


overwhelmingly dominant immigration conduit, we eliminate


the need for fixed caps. Anyone who can meet the standard of
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entry poses little or no integration risk.


The only problem created by this scenario is ethnic


concentration. That is, a large group of qualified people could


migrate together and form concentrated ethnic diasporas within


the United States and counteract their pro-integration


demographics. But even this problem can be easily counteracted:


just assign negative points based on the country of origin’s share


of the U.S. population, or that country’s share of recent


immigration.


That is, the bigger the ethnic diaspora in the United States, the


more negative points assigned. This would have the result of


penalizing immigrants from big countries, while making it easier


to skim off the most talented immigrants from smaller countries.


Academic research suggests that this strategy yields immigrants


who are far more productive than recruiting large numbers from


big countries. And if we worry about geographic concentration,


then we could even penalize immigrant scores based on the


immigrant-origin composition of the state where their


employment will be based: so Mexicans moving to Maine are


penalized less than Mexicans moving to California.


This strategy would serve to diversify immigrant inflows, making


it harder for immigrant groups to form the insular communities


of co-ethnics that can so doggedly thwart integration. While the


RAISE Act rightly noted that the Diversity Lottery visas are


arbitrary, unfair, and do little to promote U.S. competitiveness,


the bill’s sponsors missed the crucial point that diversifying


immigrant inflows is an important way to speed up immigrant


integration.
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It’s a Hopeful Start


The RAISE Act is an invaluable step in pushing the United States


away from its outdated, uncompetitive system of nepotistic,


kinship-based immigration, towards a modernized, skills-based


points system. If for no other reason than that, it deserves to be


lauded.


But if the RAISE Act were made law as it stands now, the


consequences could be dire as advanced companies faced new


barriers in hiring workers, making it easier for our competitors


in China, India, and Europe to beat us in trade. Total


immigration would be reduced, but illegal immigration would


probably rise. Overall, the American economy would suffer, even


its blue-collar workers.


Thankfully, these negative impacts can be fixed without trashing


the bill. One extremely simple fix would be to raise the cap on


employment-based visas from the current paltry levels: indeed,


without such an increase, it’s impossible to call this bill a focus


on skills-based migration, and instead we just have to admit


most of the bill is about making life harder for immigrant


families. But with a higher employment cap, the RAISE Act


could be a serious immigration reform plan.


If the bill’s sponsors want to be even bolder, they could replace


the cap altogether with a more expansive set of criteria awarding


(or removing) points based on a variety of factors related to the


economic and social assimilation of immigrants. This more


sweeping reform proposal would have the two-fold benefit of


both totally defanging leftist critiques of sound immigration


restrictions, as you can’t get more open to immigrants than “no
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upper limit,” while also providing safeguards against excessively


high levels of immigration by specific groups.


Lyman Stone writes about migration issues on his blog "In a


State of Migration." He is also an agricultural economist at


USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service. He has an MA in


international trade policy from the George Washington
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Last year, for the first time in our nation’s history, the American people elected 
as president someone with no high government experience—not a senator, not a con
gressman, not a governor, not a cabinet secretary, not a general. They did this, I believe, 
because they’ve lost faith in both the competence and the intentions of our govern
ing class—of both parties! Government now takes nearly half of every dollar we earn 
and bosses us around in every aspect of life, yet can’t deliver basic services well. Our 
working class—the “forgotten man,” to use the phrase favored by Ronald Reagan and 
FDR—has seen its wages stagnate, while the four richest counties in America are inside 
the Washington Beltway. The kids of the working class are those who chiefly fight our 
seemingly endless wars and police our streets, only to come in for criticism too often 
from the very elite who sleep under the blanket of security they provide. 
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Donald Trump understood these Clearly, immigration was an issue of 
things, though I should add he didn’t signal importance in the election. That’s 
cause them. His victory was more effect because immigration is more than just 
than cause of our present discontents. another issue. It touches upon funda-
The multiplying failures and arrogance mental questions of citizenship, commu
of our governing class are what created nity, and identity. For too long, a biparti
the conditions for his victory. san, cosmopolitan elite has dismissed the 


Immigration is probably the best people’s legitimate concerns about these 
example of this. President Trump devi- things and put its own interests above the 
ated from Republican orthodoxy on national interest. 
several issues, but immigration was the No one captured this sensibility bet-
defining issue in which he broke from ter than President Obama, when he 
the bipartisan conventional wisdom. famously called himself “a citizen of the 
For years, all Democrats and many world.”  With that phrase, he revealed a 
Republicans have agreed on the outline deep misunderstanding of citizenship. 
of what’s commonly called “compre- After all, “citizen” and “city” share the 
hensive immigration reform,” which same Greek root word: citizenship by 
is Washington code for amnesty, mass definition means that you belong to a 
immigration, and open borders in particular political community. Yet many 
perpetuity. of our elites share Mr. Obama’s sensibil-


This approach was embodied most ity. They believe that American citizen-
recently in the so-called Gang of Eight ship—real, actual citizenship—is mean-
bill in 2013. It passed the Senate, but ingless, ought not be foreclosed to any-
thankfully we killed it in the House, one, and ought not be the basis for dis-
which I consider among my chief tinctions between citizens and foreigners. 
accomplishments in Congress so far. You might say they think American 
Two members of the Gang of Eight exceptionalism lies in not making excep
ran for my party’s tions when it comes to 
nomination for citizenship. 


−́
president last year. Imprimis (im-pri-mis), This globalist 


[Latin]: in the first place 
Neither won a single mindset is not only 
statewide primary. EDITOR foreign to most 


Douglas A. Jeffrey 
Americans. It’s Donald Trump 
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denounced the bill, Matthew D. Bell also foreign to the 
Timothy W. Caspar 


and he won the	 Samantha Strayer American political 
nomination.	 ART DIRECTOR tradition. 


Shanna Cote 
Likewise, Hillary Take the Declaration 
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Clinton campaigned	 William Gray of Independence. Our 
PRODUCTION MANAGER cosmopolitan elites not just for mass Lucinda Grimm 


immigration, but love to cite its stir-STAFF ASSISTANTS 
Robin Curtis also on a policy of ring passages about Kim Ellsworth 


no deportations of Mary Jo Von Ewegen the rights of man-
anyone, ever, who kind when they talk 
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people. And the Declaration tells us it 
was so from the very beginning. 


Prior to those stirring passages about 
“unalienable Rights” and “Nature’s 
God,” in the Declaration’s very first 
sentence in fact, the Founders say it has 
become “necessary for one people to dis
solve the political bands” that tie them 
to another—one people, not all people, 
not citizens of the world, but actual 
people who make up actual colonies. 
The Founders frequently use the words 
we and us throughout the Declaration 
to describe that people. 


Furthermore, on several occa
sions, the Declaration speaks of 
“these Colonies” or “these States.” 
The Founders were concerned about 
their own circumstances; they owed a 
duty to their own people who had sent 
them as representatives to the Second 
Continental Congress in Philadelphia. 
They weren’t trying to free South 
America from Spanish or Portuguese 
dominion, much as they might have 
opposed that dominion. 


Perhaps most notably, the Founders 
explain towards the end of the Declar
ation that they had appealed not only 
to King George for redress, but also to 
their fellow British citizens, yet those 
fellow citizens had been “deaf to the 
voice of justice and of consanguinity.” 
Consanguinity!—blood ties! That’s 
pretty much the opposite of being a citi
zen of the world. 


So while the Declaration is of course 
a universal document, it’s also a particu
lar document about one nation and one 
people. Its signers pledged their lives, 
their fortunes, and their sacred honor 
to each other, in English, right here in 
America—not in Esperanto to mankind 
in the abstract. 


The Constitution affirms this con
cept of American citizenship. It includes 
only one reference to immigration, 
where it empowers Congress to establish 
a “uniform Rule of Naturalization.” It’s 
worth pondering a couple points here. 


First, what’s that word uniform 
doing? The Constitution uses the 
word only three times, when requiring 


uniform rules for naturalization, 
bankruptcies, and taxation. These are 
things that could either knit our Union 
together or blow it apart—taxation by 
the central government, the system of 
credit upon which the free enterprise 
system depends, and the meaning of cit
izenship. On these, the Framers insisted 
upon a uniform, nationwide standard. 
Diverse habits and laws are suitable for 
many things in our continental republic, 
but not for all things. In particular, we 
can only have “one people” united by a 
common understanding of citizenship. 


Second, the word naturalization 
implies a process by which foreigners 
can renounce their former allegiances 
and become citizens of the United 
States. They can cast off what accident 
and force have thrust upon them—race, 
class, ethnicity—and take on, by reflec
tion and choice, a new title: American. 
That is a wonderful and beautiful thing, 
and one of which we are all justly proud. 
Few Americans love our land so much as 
the immigrants who’ve escaped the yoke 
of tyranny. 


But our cosmopolitan elites take 
this to an extreme. They think because 
anyone can become an American, we’re 
morally obligated to treat everyone like 
an American. If you disagree, you’re 
considered hard-hearted, bigoted, intol
erant, xenophobic. So the only policies 
that aren’t inherently un-American are 
those that effectively erase our borders 
and erase the distinction between citi
zen and foreigner: don’t erect barriers 
on the border; give sanctuary cities a 
pass; spare illegal immigrants from 
deportation; allow American businesses 
to import as much cheap labor as they 
want. Anything less, the elites say, is a 
betrayal of our ideals. 


But that’s wrong. Just because you 
can become an American doesn’t mean 
you are an American. And it certainly 
doesn’t mean we must treat you as an 
American, especially if you don’t play by 
our rules. After all, in our unique brand 
of nationalism, which connects our 
people through our ideas, repudiating 
our law is kind of like renouncing your 
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blood ties in the monarchical lands of 
old. And what law is more fundamental 
to a political community than who gets 
to become a citizen, under what condi
tions, and when? 


While we wish our fellow man well, 
it’s only our fellow citizens to whom 
we have a duty and whose rights our 
government was created to protect. And 
among the highest obligations we owe to 
each other is to ensure that every work
ing American can lead a dignified life. 
If you look across our history, I’d argue 
that’s always been the purpose of our 
immigration system: to create condi
tions in which normal, hard-working 
Americans can thrive. 


Look no further than what James 
Madison said on the floor of the House 
of Representatives in 1790, when the very 
first Congress was debating our very 
first naturalization law. He said, “It is 
no doubt very desirable that we should 
hold out as many inducements as pos
sible for the worthy part of mankind to 
come and settle amongst us, and throw 
their fortunes into a common lot with 
ours.”  “The worthy part,” not the entire 
world. Madison continued, “But why 
is this desirable? Not merely to swell 
the catalogue of people. No, sir, it is to 
increase the wealth and strength of the 
community.” 


“To increase the wealth and strength 
of the community.” That’s quite a con
trast to today’s elite consensus. Our 
immigration system shouldn’t exist 
to serve the interests of foreigners or 
wealthy Americans. No, it ought to ben
efit working Americans and serve the 
national interest—that’s the purpose of 
immigration and the theme of the story 
of American immigration. 


*** 


When open-borders enthusiasts tell 
that story, it sounds more like a fairy 
tale. The way they tell it, America at first 
was a land that accepted all comers with
out conditions. But then, periodically, 
the forces of nativism and bigotry reared 
their ugly head and placed restrictions 


on who could immigrate. The forces 
of darkness triumphed, by this telling, 
with the Johnson-Reed Act of 1924. But 
they were defeated with the passage of 
the Immigration and Nationality Act of 
1965, which again opened our shores and 
is still the law governing our immigra
tion system today. Since 1965, everyone 
has lived happily ever after. 


If I were to grade these storytellers, 
I would give them an F for history and 
an A for creative writing. The history of 
immigration in America is not one of 
ever-growing tides of huddled masses 
from the Pilgrims to today. On the con
trary, throughout our history, American 
immigration has followed a surge-and
pause pattern. The first big wave was 
the Irish and German immigrants in 
the 1840s and 1850s. Then immigration 
tapered off during the Civil War. The 
second big wave was the central and 
southern European immigrants in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries. That 
wave ended with the 1924 Act and the 
years of lower immigration that fol
lowed. And now we’re in the longest 
wave yet, the surge of immigration from 
Latin America and East and South Asia, 
which has followed from the 1965 Act. 


In this actual history—not the fairy 
tale history—the 1924 Act is not an 
aberration, but an ebb in the regular ebb 
and flow of immigration to America. 
After decades of unskilled mass immi
gration, that law responded by control
ling future immigration flows. One 
result of lower levels of immigration was 
that it allowed those earlier immigrants 
to assimilate, learn new skills, and move 
up the economic ladder, creating the 
conditions for mass affluence in the 
post-war era. 


Now, there’s no denying that the 
story of American immigration has its 
uglier chapters: the Chinese Exclusion 
Act, the national-origins quota system 
imposed by the 1924 Act, the indiffer
ence to Jews in the 1930s. We ought to 
remember and learn from this history. 
One important lesson, though, is this: 
if the political class had heeded the 
concerns of working Americans during 
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the second big wave, the 1924 Act would 
likely have passed earlier and been less 
restrictionist. The danger lies not in 
addressing the people’s legitimate, rea
sonable concerns about immigration, 
but in ignoring those concerns and slan
dering the people as bigots. 


But then, we shouldn’t be surprised 
when politicians fail to understand 
fully the implications of their actions. 
Take the 1965 Act. That law ended the 
national-origins quota system, and at 
the time its importance was minimized. 
When President Johnson signed it 
into law, he said, “This bill . . . is not a 
revolutionary bill. It does not affect the 
lives of millions. It will not reshape the 
structure of our daily lives, or really add 
importantly to either our wealth or our 
power.” 


How wrong he was. 


*** 


The economy we’re living in today is 
in no small part a result of the 1965 Act, 
which opened the door to mass immigra
tion of unskilled and low-skilled work
ers, primarily through unlimited family 
chain migration. And that’s not an econ
omy anyone should be satisfied with. 


Today, we have about a million immi
grants per year. That’s like adding the 
population of Montana every year—or 
the population of Arkansas every three 
years. But only one in 15—one in 15 of 
those millions of immigrants—comes 
here for employment-based reasons. The 
vast majority come here simply because 
they happen to be related to someone 
already here. That’s why, for example, 
we have more Somalia-born residents 
than Australia-born residents, even 
though Australia is nearly twice the size 
of Somalia and Australians are better 
prepared, as a general matter, to integrate 
and assimilate into the American way of 
life. 


In sum, over 36 million immigrants, 
or 94 percent of the total, have come to 
America over the last 50 years for reasons 
having nothing to do with employment. 
And that’s to say nothing of the over 


24 million illegal immigrants who have 
come here. Put them together and you 
have 60 million immigrants, legal and 
illegal, who did not come to this coun
try because of a job offer or because of 
their skills. That’s like adding almost 
the entire population of the United 
Kingdom. And this is still leaving aside 
the millions of temporary guest work
ers who we import every year into our 
country. 


Unlike many open-border zealots, 
I don’t believe the law of supply and 
demand is magically repealed for the 
labor markets. That means that our 
immigration system has been depress
ing wages for people who work with 
their hands and on their feet. Wages for 
Americans with high school diplomas 
are down two percent since the late 1970s. 
For Americans who didn’t finish high 
school, they’re down by a staggering 17 
percent. Although immigration has a 
minimal effect overall on the wages of 
Americans, it has a severe negative effect 
on low-skilled workers, minorities, and 
even recent immigrants. 


Is automation to blame in part? Sure. 
Globalized trade? Yes, of course. But 
there’s no denying that a steady supply of 
cheap, unskilled labor has hurt working-
class wages as well. Among those three 
factors, immigration policy is the one 
that we can control most easily for the 
benefit of American workers. Yet we’ve 
done the opposite. 


I know the response of open-border 
enthusiasts: they plead that we need a 
steady supply of cheap unskilled labor 
because there are “jobs that no American 
will do.” But that just isn’t so. There 
is no job Americans won’t do. In fact, 
there’s no industry in America in which 
the majority of workers are not natural-
born Americans—not landscapers, not 
construction workers, not ski instruc
tors, not lifeguards, not resort workers, 
not childcare workers—not a single job 
that over-educated elites associate with 
immigrants. The simple fact is, if the 
wage is decent and the employer obeys 
the law, Americans will do any job. And 
for tough, dangerous, and physically 
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demanding jobs, maybe working folks 
do deserve a bit of a raise. 


“No American will do that job.” Let 
me just pause for a moment and confess 
how much I detest that sentiment. In 
addition to being ignorant of the eco
nomic facts, it’s insulting, condescend
ing, and demeaning to our countrymen. 
Millions of Americans make our hotel 
beds and build our houses and clean 
our offices; imagine how they feel when 
they hear some pampered elite say no 
American will do their job. And finally, 
I must say, that sentiment also carries 
more than a whiff of the very prejudice 
of which they accuse those concerned 
about the effects of mass immigration. 


But the harmful impact on blue-
collar workers isn’t the only problem 
with the current system. Because we give 
two-thirds of our green cards to relatives 
of people here, there are huge backlogs 
in the system. This forces highly talented 
immigrants to wait in line for years 
behind applicants whose only claim to 
naturalization is a random family con
nection to someone who happened to 
get here years ago. We therefore lose 
out on the very best talent coming into 
our country—the ultra-high-skilled 
immigrants who can come to America, 
stand on their own two feet, pay taxes, 
and through their entrepreneurial spirit 
and innovation create more and higher-
paying jobs for our citizens. 


To put it simply, we have an immi
gration system that is badly failing 
Madison’s test of increasing the wealth 
and strength of the community. It might 
work to the advantage of a favored few, 
but not for the common good, and 
especially not the good of working-class 
Americans. 


*** 


This is why I’ve introduced legisla
tion to fix our naturalization system. 
It’s called the RAISE Act: Reforming 
American Immigration for a Strong 
Economy. 


The RAISE Act will correct the 
flaws in the 1965 Act by reorienting our 


immigration system towards foreigners 
who have the most to contribute to our 
country. It would create a skills-based 
points system similar to Canada’s and 
Australia’s. Here’s how it would work. 
When people apply to immigrate, they’d 
be given an easy-to-calculate score, on a 
scale of 0 to 100, based on their educa
tion, age, job salary, investment ability, 
English-language skills, and any extraor
dinary achievements. Then, twice a year, 
the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 
Services would invite the top scorers to 
complete their applications, and it would 
invite enough high-scoring applicants to 
fill the current 140,000 annual employ
ment-based green-card slots. 


We’d still admit spouses and unmar
ried minor children of citizens and legal 
permanent residents. But we’d end the 
preferences for most extended and adult 
family members—no more unlimited 
chain migration. We’d also eliminate 
the so-called diversity visa lottery, which 
hands out green cards randomly without 
regard to skills or family connections, 
and which is plagued by fraud. We’d 
remove per-country caps on immigra
tion, too, so that high-skilled applicants 
aren’t shut out of the process simply 
because of their country of origin. And 
finally, we’d cap the number of refugees 
offered permanent residency to 50,000 
per year, in line with the recent average 
for the Bush era and most of the Obama 
era—and still quite generous. 


Add it all up and our annual immi
grant pool would be younger, higher-
skilled, and ready to contribute to our 
economy without using welfare, as more 
than half of immigrant households do 
today. No longer would we distribute 
green cards essentially based on random 
chance. Nor would we import millions 
of unskilled workers to take jobs from 
blue-collar Americans and undercut 
their wages. And over a ten-year period, 
our annual immigration levels would 
decrease by half, gradually returning to 
historical norms. 


Given current events, this legislation 
is timelier than ever. Earlier this month, 
President Trump announced that he 
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would wind down, over six months, the 
unconstitutional Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals program, also known 
as DACA. President Obama abused his 
authority with DACA—which purported 
to give legal status to illegal immigrants 
who arrived here as children and who 
are now in their twenties and thirties— 
because, as we’ve seen, the Constitution 
reserves to Congress the power to make 
uniform laws of naturalization. 


Because of President Obama’s unlaw
ful action, about 700,000 people are now 
in a kind of legal limbo. President Trump 
did the right thing as a matter of law by 
ending DACA, though as a matter of 
policy he’d prefer its beneficiaries don’t 
face deportation. Democrats agree, as do 
a lot of Republicans. So the question isn’t 
so much about deportation, but rather if 
and what kind of compromise Congress 
can strike. 


Here’s where the RAISE Act comes in. 
We can, if we choose, grant citizenship to 
those illegal immigrants who came here 
through no fault of their own as kids and 
who’ve otherwise been law-abiding, pro
ductive citizens. But if we do, it will have 
the effect of legalizing through chain 
migration their parents—the very people 
who created the problem by bringing the 
kids here illegally. Some like to say that 
children shouldn’t pay for the crimes of 
the parents, but surely parents can pay for 
the crimes of the parents. And that’s to 
say nothing of their siblings and spouses, 
and then all the second- and third-order 
chain migration those people create. So 
simply codifying DACA without ending 
chain migration would rapidly accelerate 
the wave of unskilled immigrant labor 
that’s been depressing the wages of work
ing Americans. 


An obvious compromise, then, is to 
pair any attempt to codify DACA with 
reform of the green card system to pro
tect American workers. A stand-alone 
amnesty will not do. Nor will an amnesty 
with vague promises of “border security,” 
which never seem to materialize or get 
funded once the pressure is off Congress. 
But if we codify DACA along with the 
reforms in the RAISE Act, we will protect 


working Americans from the worst con
sequences of President Obama’s irrespon
sible decision. 


President Trump has said that chain 
migration must be ended in any legisla
tive compromise, and he’s highlighted 
the RAISE Act as a good starting point 
for those negotiations. I support that 
approach, and I’m committed to work
ing with my colleagues, Democrats and 
Republicans alike, on a deal that protects 
American workers and strengthens our 
community. 


*** 


Immigration has emerged in recent 
years as a kind of acid test for our lead
ers—a test they’ve mostly failed. Our 
cosmopolitan elite—in both parties—has 
pursued a radical immigration policy 
that’s inconsistent with our history and 
our political tradition. They’ve celebrated 
the American idea, yet undermined 
the actual American people of the here 
and now. They’ve forgotten that the 
Declaration speaks of “one people” and 
the Constitution of “We the People.” At 
the same time, they’ve enriched them
selves and improved their quality of life, 
while creating a new class of forgotten 
men. 


There’s probably no issue that calls 
more for an “America first” approach 
than immigration. After all, the guide
post of our immigration policy should 
be putting Americans first—not foreign
ers and not a tiny elite. Our immigra
tion policy should serve the “wealth and 
strength” of our people, as Madison said 
in that first Congress. It should not divide 
our nation, impoverish our workers, or 
promote hyphenated Americanism. 


Citizenship is the most cherished 
thing our nation can bestow. Our govern
ing class ought to treat it as something 
special. We ought to put the interests of 
our citizens first and welcome those for
eigners best prepared to handle the duties 
of citizenship and contribute positively 
to our country. When we do, our fellow 
Americans will begin to trust us once 
again. ■ 
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* = Original cosponsor


H.R.3775 - Immigration in the National Interest Act of 2017


115th Congress (2017-2018)


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President


Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Smith, Lamar [R-TX-21] (Introduced 09/14/2017)


Committees: House - Judiciary


Latest Action: House - 09/28/2017 Referred to the Subcommittee on
Immigration and Border Security.  (All Actions)


Tracker:


Party


Check all


Republican [20]


Cosponsors by U.S. State or
Territory


North Carolina [3]


Florida [2]


Georgia [2]


Pennsylvania [2]


Texas [2]


Alabama [1]


California [1]


Indiana [1]


Iowa [1]


Maryland [1]


Ohio [1]


South Carolina [1]


Tennessee [1]


Virginia [1]
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Cosponsor


Rep. Hice, Jody B. [R-GA-10]*


Rep. King, Steve [R-IA-4]*


Rep. Jones, Walter B., Jr. [R-NC-3]*


Rep. Marchant, Kenny [R-TX-24]*


Rep. Brat, Dave [R-VA-7]*


Rep. Carter, Earl L. "Buddy" [R-GA-1]*


Rep. Duncan, Jeff [R-SC-3]*


Rep. Brooks, Mo [R-AL-5]*


Rep. Rooney, Francis [R-FL-19]*


Rep. Hunter, Duncan D. [R-CA-50]*


Rep. McCaul, Michael T. [R-TX-10]*


Rep. Webster, Daniel [R-FL-11]*


Rep. Banks, Jim [R-IN-3]*


Rep. Davidson, Warren [R-OH-8]*


Rep. Duncan, John J., Jr. [R-TN-2]*


Rep. Harris, Andy [R-MD-1]*


Rep. Perry, Scott [R-PA-4]*


Rep. Pittenger, Robert [R-NC-9]


Rep. Barletta, Lou [R-PA-11]


Rep. Hudson, Richard [R-NC-8]
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H.R.3711 - Legal Workforce Act


115th Congress (2017-2018)


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Smith, Lamar [R-TX-21] (Introduced 09/08/2017)


Committees: House - Judiciary; Ways and Means; Education and the Workforce


Latest Action: House - 10/25/2017 Ordered to be Reported (Amended) by the Yeas and Nays: 20 - 10.  (All Actions)


Tracker:


There is one summary for H.R.3711. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:
Introduced in House (09/08/2017)


Legal Workforce Act


This bill amends the Immigration and Nationality Act to direct the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to establish an
employment eligibility verification system (EEVS), patterned after the E-Verify system.


An employer shall attest, during the verification period and under penalty of perjury, that the employer has verified that an individual is
not an unauthorized alien.


An individual shall attest that he or she is a U.S. citizen or national, a lawful permanent resident, or an alien authorized to work in the
United States.


The bill establishes a phased-in EEVS participation deadline for different categories of employers, including agricultural employers.


The bill requires reverification of certain groups of workers who have not been verified under E-verify.


An employer may voluntarily reverify employees.


Employment recruitment and referral are included within the scope of EEVS.


Summary (1) Actions (7) Amendments (0)
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The bill sets forth provisions regarding: (1) an employer utilizing a good faith defense, (2) preemption of state or local law, (3)
employer penalties, and (4) worker remedies for EEVS errors.


DHS shall establish programs to: (1) block the use of misused social security numbers, (2) suspend or limit the use of social
security account numbers of identity fraud victims, and (3) permit parents or legal guardians to suspend or limit the use of a minor's
social security account number or other identifying information.


DHS shall establish at least two Identity Authentication Employment Eligibility Verification pilot programs using distinct technologies
to provide employers with identity authentication and employment verification of enrolled new employees.
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H.R.3711 - Legal Workforce Act


115th Congress (2017-2018)


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Smith, Lamar [R-TX-21] (Introduced 09/08/2017)


Committees: House - Judiciary; Ways and Means; Education and the Workforce


Latest Action: House - 10/25/2017 Ordered to be Reported (Amended) by the Yeas and Nays: 20 - 10.  (All
Actions)


Tracker:


Actions (7) Amendments (0) Cosponsors (44)
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Cosponsor


Rep. Goodlatte, Bob [R-VA-6]*


Party


Check all


Republican [44]


Cosponsors by U.S. State or
Territory


Texas [7]


Indiana [5]


Florida [4]


Ohio [3]


Pennsylvania [3]


South Carolina [3]


California [2]


Georgia [2]


North Carolina [2]


Tennessee [2]


Virginia [2]


Alabama [1]


Arizona [1]


Idaho [1]


Illinois [1]


Iowa [1]


Maryland [1]


Michigan [1]


New Jersey [1]


Oklahoma [1]


Show less
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Cosponsor


Rep. Calvert, Ken [R-CA-42]*


Rep. Hice, Jody B. [R-GA-10]*


Rep. King, Steve [R-IA-4]*


Rep. Duncan, Jeff [R-SC-3]*


Rep. Brooks, Mo [R-AL-5]*


Rep. Franks, Trent [R-AZ-8]*


Rep. Pittenger, Robert [R-NC-9]*


Rep. Sessions, Pete [R-TX-32]*


Rep. Duncan, John J., Jr. [R-TN-2]*


Rep. Rooney, Francis [R-FL-19]*


Rep. Chabot, Steve [R-OH-1]*


Rep. Messer, Luke [R-IN-6]*


Rep. Marchant, Kenny [R-TX-24]*


Rep. Labrador, Raul R. [R-ID-1]*


Rep. Hunter, Duncan D. [R-CA-50]*


Rep. Gowdy, Trey [R-SC-4]*


Rep. McCaul, Michael T. [R-TX-10]*


Rep. Webster, Daniel [R-FL-11]*


Rep. Carter, John R. [R-TX-31]


Rep. Gaetz, Matt [R-FL-1]


Rep. Brat, Dave [R-VA-7]


Rep. Burgess, Michael C. [R-TX-26]


Rep. Davidson, Warren [R-OH-8]


Rep. Bost, Mike [R-IL-12]


Rep. Lance, Leonard [R-NJ-7]
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Cosponsor


Rep. Perry, Scott [R-PA-4]


Rep. Harris, Andy [R-MD-1]


Rep. Barletta, Lou [R-PA-11]


Rep. Rokita, Todd [R-IN-4]


Rep. Bishop, Mike [R-MI-8]


Rep. Norman, Ralph [R-SC-5]


Rep. Brooks, Susan W. [R-IN-5]


Rep. Handel, Karen C. [R-GA-6]


Rep. Ratcliffe, John [R-TX-4]


Rep. Babin, Brian [R-TX-36]


Rep. Banks, Jim [R-IN-3]


Rep. Meadows, Mark [R-NC-11]


Rep. Dunn, Neal P. [R-FL-2]


Rep. Bucshon, Larry [R-IN-8]


Rep. Smucker, Lloyd [R-PA-16]


Rep. Cole, Tom [R-OK-4]


Rep. Roe, David P. [R-TN-1]


Rep. Stivers, Steve [R-OH-15]
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It's Time To Destroy The Consumer


Financial Protection Bureau


November 27, 2017 By David Harsanyi


Not only does the CFPB undermine consumer choice, it represents the


worst overindulgences of the administrative state.


Republicans have long argued that the Consumer Financial Protection


Bureau is corrupt, unaccountable, and unconstitutional. This week,


Democrats proved that’s exactly how they like it.


After resigning as CFPB director, Richard Cordray named his former


chief of staff, Leandra English, as interim head of the agency. The


Dodd-Frank financial regulation law empowered Cordray to pick


someone in “absence or unavailability of the Director.” So Donald


Trump made Mick Mulvaney available, invoking the Federal Vacancies


Reform Act, which allows the president to temporarily fill a vacancy


with a government official whom the Senate has confirmed. The CFPB’s


own top lawyer, a Democrat appointee, sided with Trump. It seems


unlikely that a clause in Frank-Dodd meant to prevent vacancies will


supersede the legitimate powers of the president, but we’ll see.


The good news is that Democrats’ insistence on creating a crisis over


the CFPB offers Trump and Republicans a political and legal opening to


begin seriously diminishing the power and reach of the agency, and


perhaps eliminate it altogether. Mulvaney, who has called the agency a


“sick, sad joke” that “has no accountability to anyone,” so he sounds like


an ideal candidate for the job.


For starters, Congress can strip the agency of most of its unrestrained


regulatory powers. It can take control of the CFPB’s budget. Both of


these are unlikely. But in the meantime, there is no reason Mulvaney
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shouldn’t severely inhibit the agency’s activism. If those within the


agency refuse to cooperate with these goals, the administration had


every right to fire them. Let’s hope there’s widespread mutiny within


the CFPB.


Because not only does the CFPB undermine consumer choice, it


represents the worst overindulgences of the administrative state. Sen.


Elizabeth Warren built the CFPB to circumvent checks and balances.


Frank-Dodd ensured that the director would be virtually un-fireable in


case there was ever a Republican president. In case there was ever


another Republican Congress, the CFPB would not be funded by tax


dollars but the Federal Reserve.


The agency was then stacked with partisan ideologues and allowed to


conceive its own arbitrary and wide-ranging rules to go after any


practice it found “abusive,” “unfair,” or “deceptive.” The CFPB was


sanctioned to “administer, enforce, and otherwise implement federal


consumer financial laws, which includes the power to make rules, issue


orders, and issue guidance” without any genuine due process. It could


then mete out penalties of its choosing.


In 2016, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit held that the


CFPB was unconstitutional because it gave unprecedented executive


authority to a “single, unaccountable, unchecked Director.”


Because the CFPB is an independent agency headed by a single Director


and not by a multi-member commission, the Director of the CFPB


possesses more unilateral authority – that is, authority to take action on


one’s own, subject to no check – than any single commissioner or board


member in any other independent agency in the U.S. Government.


Indeed, as we will explain, the Director enjoys more unilateral


authority than any other officer in any of the three branches


of the U.S. Government, other than the President. (emphasis


added)
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Once you set aside the legal dispute, Democrats are now arguing that


their favored bureaucrat should be able to wrest control of a law-


enforcement agency because they’re unhappy with the outcome of the


last election. It’s the kind of ‘norm-busting’ that Trump’s antagonists


seem perfectly willing to engage in. As the Wall Street Journal notes,


Democrats act as if the CFPB is its own branch of government. No, the


CFPB doesn’t deserve “independence” from oversight any more than


any other law enforcement agency.


Many who defended Barack Obama’s unconstitutional use of recess


appointments, which initially included Cordray, are now engaged in a


staggering display of hypocrisy. David Axelrod, former senior advisor to


Obama, called President Trump’s lawful appointment a “hostile


takeover.” One of the most prevalent arguments against Mulvaney’s


appointment, in fact, is the contention that Trump is likely to gut the


agency.


So what? If CFPB’s charge is both sweeping and deliberately


ambiguous, the president’s appointee has every right to dictate the


aggressiveness of the agency. If you don’t like the idea of powerful,


unaccountable agencies falling into the hands of Republicans, stop


creating them.
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 413
(Democrats in roman; Republicans in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 4173      YEA-AND-NAY      30-Jun-2010      6:54 PM
QUESTION:  On Agreeing to the Conference Report
BILL TITLE: Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009


YEAS NAYS PRES NV


DEMOCRATIC 234 19 2


REPUBLICAN 3 173 2


INDEPENDENT


TOTALS 237 192 4


---- YEAS    237 ---


Ackerman
Adler (NJ)
Altmire
Andrews
Arcuri
Baca
Baird
Baldwin
Barrow
Bean
Becerra
Berkley
Berman
Bishop (GA)
Bishop (NY)
Blumenauer
Boccieri
Boswell
Boyd
Brady (PA)
Braley (IA)
Brown, Corrine
Butterfield
Cao
Capps
Capuano
Cardoza
Carnahan


Grijalva
Gutierrez
Hall (NY)
Halvorson
Hare
Harman
Hastings (FL)
Heinrich
Herseth Sandlin
Higgins
Hill
Himes
Hinchey
Hinojosa
Hirono
Hodes
Holden
Holt
Honda
Hoyer
Inslee
Israel
Jackson (IL)
Jackson Lee (TX)
Johnson (GA)
Johnson, E. B.
Jones
Kagen


Napolitano
Neal (MA)
Nye
Oberstar
Obey
Olver
Ortiz
Pallone
Pascrell
Pastor (AZ)
Payne
Pelosi
Perlmutter
Peters
Peterson
Pingree (ME)
Polis (CO)
Pomeroy
Price (NC)
Quigley
Rahall
Rangel
Reyes
Richardson
Rodriguez
Rothman (NJ)
Roybal-Allard
Ruppersberger
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Carney
Carson (IN)
Castle
Castor (FL)
Chu
Clarke
Clay
Cleaver
Clyburn
Cohen
Connolly (VA)
Conyers
Costa
Costello
Courtney
Crowley


Cummings
Dahlkemper
Davis (AL)
Davis (CA)
Davis (IL)
DeFazio
DeGette
Delahunt
DeLauro
Deutch
Dicks
Dingell
Doggett
Donnelly (IN)
Doyle


Driehaus
Edwards (MD)
Ellison
Ellsworth
Engel
Eshoo
Etheridge
Farr
Fattah
Filner
Foster
Frank (MA)
Fudge
Garamendi
Giffords
Gonzalez


Kanjorski
Kennedy
Kildee
Kilpatrick (MI)
Kilroy
Kind
Kissell
Klein (FL)
Kosmas
Kratovil
Kucinich
Langevin
Larsen (WA)
Larson (CT)
Lee (CA)
Levin


Lewis (GA)
Lipinski
Loebsack
Lofgren, Zoe
Lowey
Luján
Lynch
Maffei
Maloney
Markey (CO)
Markey (MA)
Marshall
Matheson
Matsui
McCarthy (NY)


McCollum
McDermott
McGovern
McMahon
McNerney
Meek (FL)
Meeks (NY)
Melancon
Michaud
Miller (NC)
Miller, George
Minnick
Mollohan
Moore (KS)
Moore (WI)
Moran (VA)


Rush
Ryan (OH)
Salazar
Sánchez, Linda T.
Sanchez, Loretta
Sarbanes
Schakowsky
Schauer
Schiff
Schrader
Schwartz
Scott (GA)
Scott (VA)
Serrano
Sestak
Shea-Porter


Sherman
Shuler
Sires
Slaughter
Smith (WA)
Snyder
Space
Speier
Spratt
Stark
Stupak
Sutton
Tanner
Teague
Thompson (CA)


Thompson (MS)
Tierney
Titus
Tonko
Towns
Tsongas
Van Hollen
Velázquez
Visclosky
Walz
Wasserman Schultz
Waters
Watson
Watt
Waxman
Weiner
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Gordon (TN)
Grayson
Green, Al
Green, Gene


Murphy (CT)
Murphy (NY)
Murphy, Patrick
Nadler (NY)


Welch
Wilson (OH)
Wu
Yarmuth


---- NAYS    192 ---


Aderholt
Akin
Alexander
Austria
Bachmann
Bachus
Barrett (SC)
Bartlett
Barton (TX)
Berry
Biggert
Bilbray
Bilirakis
Bishop (UT)
Blackburn
Blunt
Boehner
Bonner
Bono Mack
Boozman
Boren
Boucher
Boustany
Brady (TX)
Bright
Broun (GA)
Brown (SC)
Brown-Waite, Ginny
Buchanan
Burgess
Burton (IN)
Buyer
Calvert
Camp
Campbell
Cantor
Capito
Carter
Cassidy


Fleming
Forbes
Fortenberry
Foxx
Franks (AZ)
Frelinghuysen
Gallegly
Garrett (NJ)
Gerlach
Gingrey (GA)
Gohmert
Goodlatte
Granger
Graves (GA)
Graves (MO)
Griffith
Guthrie
Hall (TX)
Harper
Hastings (WA)
Heller
Hensarling
Herger
Hoekstra
Hunter
Inglis
Issa
Jenkins
Johnson (IL)
Johnson, Sam
Jordan (OH)
Kaptur
King (IA)
King (NY)
Kingston
Kirk
Kirkpatrick (AZ)
Kline (MN)
Lamborn


Miller (MI)
Miller, Gary
Mitchell
Moran (KS)
Murphy, Tim
Myrick
Neugebauer
Nunes
Olson
Owens
Paul
Paulsen
Pence
Perriello
Petri
Pitts
Platts
Poe (TX)
Posey
Price (GA)
Putnam
Radanovich
Rehberg
Reichert
Roe (TN)
Rogers (AL)
Rogers (KY)
Rogers (MI)
Rohrabacher
Rooney
Ros-Lehtinen
Roskam
Ross
Royce
Ryan (WI)
Scalise
Schmidt
Schock
Sensenbrenner
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Chaffetz
Chandler
Childers
Coble
Coffman (CO)
Cole
Conaway
Cooper
Crenshaw
Critz
Cuellar
Culberson
Davis (KY)
Davis (TN)
Dent
Diaz-Balart, L.


Diaz-Balart, M.
Djou
Dreier
Duncan
Edwards (TX)
Ehlers
Emerson
Fallin
Flake


Lance
Latham
LaTourette
Latta
Lee (NY)
Lewis (CA)
Linder
LoBiondo
Lucas
Luetkemeyer
Lummis
Lungren, Daniel E.
Mack
Manzullo
Marchant
McCarthy (CA)


McCaul
McClintock
McCotter
McHenry
McIntyre
McKeon
McMorris Rodgers
Mica
Miller (FL)


Sessions
Shadegg
Shimkus
Shuster
Simpson
Skelton
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)
Stearns
Sullivan
Terry
Thompson (PA)
Thornberry
Tiahrt
Tiberi


Turner
Upton
Walden
Westmoreland
Whitfield
Wilson (SC)
Wittman
Wolf
Young (FL)


---- NOT VOTING    4 ---


Taylor
Wamp


Woolsey
Young (AK)
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H.R.1 - Tax Cuts and Jobs Act


115th Congress (2017-2018)


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Brady, Kevin [R-TX-8] (Introduced 11/02/2017)


Committees: House - Ways and Means


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 115-409


Latest Action: House - 11/16/2017 Motion to reconsider laid on the table Agreed to without objection.  (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There has been 1 roll call vote


Tracker:


There is one summary for H.R.1. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:
Introduced in House (11/02/2017)


Tax Cuts and Jobs Act


This bill amends the Internal Revenue Code to reduce tax rates and modify policies, credits, and deductions for individuals and
businesses.


With respect to individuals, the bill:


replaces the seven existing tax brackets (10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and 39.6%) with four brackets (12%, 25%,
35%, and 39.6%),
increases the standard deduction,
repeals the deduction for personal exemptions,
establishes a 25% maximum rate on the business income of individuals,
increases the child tax credit and establishes a new family tax credit,
repeals the overall limitation on certain itemized deductions,
limits the mortgage interest deduction for debt incurred after November 2, 2017, to mortgages of up to $500,000 (currently
$1 million),
repeals the deduction for state and local income or sales taxes not paid or accrued in a trade or business,


Summary (1) Actions (21) Amendments (1)
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repeals the deduction for medical expenses,
consolidates and repeals several education-related deductions and credits,
repeals the alternative minimum tax, and
repeals the estate and generation-skipping transfer taxes in six years.


For businesses, the bill:


reduces the corporate tax rate from a maximum of 35% to a flat 20% rate (25% for personal services corporations),
allows increased expensing of the costs of certain property,
limits the deductibility of net interest expenses to 30% of the business's adjusted taxable income,
repeals the work opportunity tax credit,
terminates the exclusion for interest on private activity bonds,
modifies or repeals various energy-related deductions and credits,
modifies the taxation of foreign income, and
imposes an excise tax on certain payments from domestic corporations to related foreign corporations.


The bill also repeals or modifies several additional credits and deductions for individuals and businesses.
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 637
(Republicans in roman; Democrats in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 1      YEA-AND-NAY      16-Nov-2017      1:48 PM
QUESTION:  On Passage
BILL TITLE: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act


YEAS NAYS PRES NV


REPUBLICAN 227 13


DEMOCRATIC 192 2


INDEPENDENT


TOTALS 227 205 2


---- YEAS    227 ---
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DeSantis
DesJarlais
Diaz-Balart
Duffy


Duncan (SC)
Duncan (TN)
Dunn
Emmer


Estes (KS)
Farenthold
Ferguson
Fitzpatrick


Fleischmann
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Franks (AZ)
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Price (NC)
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Ryan (OH)
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Scott (VA)
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Shea-Porter
Sherman
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Slaughter
Smith (NJ)
Smith (WA)
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Swalwell (CA)
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Demings
DeSaulnier
Deutch
Dingell


Doggett
Donovan
Doyle, Michael F.
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Murphy (FL)
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Titus
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Zeldin
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H.R.1 - Tax Cuts and Jobs Act


115th Congress (2017-2018)


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Brady, Kevin [R-TX-8] (Introduced 11/02/2017)


Committees: House - Ways and Means


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 115-409


Latest Action: Senate - 12/02/2017 Passed Senate with an amendment by Yea-Nay Vote. 51 - 49. Record Vote Number: 303.  (All
Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 20 roll call votes


Tracker:


There is one summary for H.R.1. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:
Introduced in House (11/02/2017)


Tax Cuts and Jobs Act


This bill amends the Internal Revenue Code to reduce tax rates and modify policies, credits, and deductions for individuals and businesses.


With respect to individuals, the bill:


replaces the seven existing tax brackets (10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and 39.6%) with four brackets (12%, 25%, 35%, and
39.6%),
increases the standard deduction,
repeals the deduction for personal exemptions,
establishes a 25% maximum rate on the business income of individuals,
increases the child tax credit and establishes a new family tax credit,
repeals the overall limitation on certain itemized deductions,
limits the mortgage interest deduction for debt incurred after November 2, 2017, to mortgages of up to $500,000 (currently $1
million),
repeals the deduction for state and local income or sales taxes not paid or accrued in a trade or business,
repeals the deduction for medical expenses,
consolidates and repeals several education-related deductions and credits,
repeals the alternative minimum tax, and


Summary (1) Actions (71) Amendments (274)
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repeals the estate and generation-skipping transfer taxes in six years.


For businesses, the bill:


reduces the corporate tax rate from a maximum of 35% to a flat 20% rate (25% for personal services corporations),
allows increased expensing of the costs of certain property,
limits the deductibility of net interest expenses to 30% of the business's adjusted taxable income,
repeals the work opportunity tax credit,
terminates the exclusion for interest on private activity bonds,
modifies or repeals various energy-related deductions and credits,
modifies the taxation of foreign income, and
imposes an excise tax on certain payments from domestic corporations to related foreign corporations.


The bill also repeals or modifies several additional credits and deductions for individuals and businesses.
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IT’S EASY TO CUT THROUGH THE
HOT AIR AND PHONY NUMBERS
FROM LEFT-WING GROUPS.


Posted November 30, 2017 02:49 PM by Daniel


Horowitz


As someone who


never had my heart in the GOP’s tax plan, I have no


reason to defend the tax bill. Spending, health care,


regulations, market distortions, entitlements,


immigration, judicial tyranny, and national security are


much more important at this point than taxes, and we


will never fix the tax code under the current


progressive system anyway.
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Moreover, the original House bill actually raised taxes


on some people and the GOP has already screwed


up the messaging on the entire effort.


Nonetheless, I’m not going to pile on by joining with


the lying brigades that somehow suggest this Senate


bill raises taxes on the poor or middle income. This is


a dastardly lie and is transparently refuted by simple


arithmetic.


The first rule any consumer of media reporting on tax


policy must understand is that in the parlance of the


sanctimonious elites, “a tax cut is a handout and a


handout is a tax cut.” Or, put another way, elimination


of a handout is theft and elimination of theft is a


handout. Finally, not giving more entitlement subsidies


in the tax code is tantamount to raising taxes.


With these rules in mind, it’s easy to cut through the


hot air behind the phony numbers and statistics touted


by left-wing groups.  


The great health care lie that is getting mixed into


tax policy


The most pervasive hit against the tax bill, buttressed


by a CBO report, is that the plan will massively raise


taxes on families earning less than $30,000.


Now, any thinking person should immediately ask:


How could any family at that level be paying federal


income taxes on net anyway? The answer is, “They


don’t,” and even more people will be exempt under


the bill because of the doubling of the standard


deduction.


The CBO is dishonestly conflating its voodoo health
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care analysis with tax rates. It’s asserting that


because of the repeal of the individual mandate, a


provision in the broader tax bill, lower-income earners


will pay more for insurance. This is transparently


inaccurate for many reasons.


Number one, the CBO conflates welfare subsidies


with tax rates. Even if it would be true that they’d


receive fewer subsidies for insurance, it’s dishonest to


call that a “tax increase,” especially when they are


actually getting a tax cut under this bill.


Second, the families are not receiving less in subsidy


money. The CBO is merely projecting that by not


forcing people to purchase insurance, some will


voluntarily not purchase it and will, by definition, no


longer receive a handout.


But of course, if they want to purchase it, they will still


get 100 percent of it covered at that income level.


Frankly, this is in part what is driving the erratic price


inflation that causes people who are not getting


handouts to pay $2,000-plus in monthly premiums.


But who cares about those people? We already know


that the CBO believes everything that promotes


Obamacare will lower prices and repealing it will raise


prices.


How prices already jumped from $450 to over $2,000


while doing everything they suggest would lower


prices remains a big mystery.


$75,000 income earners with $200,000 income


lifestyles  


Next are those contending that because this bill gets


rid of some itemized deductions (although not nearly
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as many important ones as the House bill),


particularly the deduction for state and local taxes,


middle-income families will see a tax increase.


I was a very vocal critic of the House version precisely


because the rate cuts were not deep enough to offset


the elimination of deductions. But critics of the Senate


bill are wrong because the Senate bill cuts the rates


even deeper and doubles the child tax credit.


Also, to the extent elimination of deductions would


result in a net tax increase, it would be for upper-


middle income families who have larger homes, a


bigger state-tax liability, and can give more charity —


not those earning $40,000-$90,000, as this chart from


the NYT suggests.


But even those families will clearly receive a tax cut


under the revised Senate version (many of them a


substantial one because they are already not eligible


for the personal exemption but would now get the full


expanded child tax credit plus lower rates). A typical
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family of four earning between $150,000 and


$200,000 will easily net $2,000-$4,000 under this bill. 


First, anyone with children will clearly come out


ahead. Remember, in the current 15 percent tax


bracket (the bracket opponents of the bill are saying


would get hit), the personal exemption, which is


eliminated under this bill, is only worth about $600 per


person, whereas the expansion of the child tax credit


is worth $1,000.


Between the lowered marginal rate and the doubling


of the standard deduction to $24,000, there is no way


itemized deductions at this income level (and the


lifestyle it could sustain) would be substantial enough


to cancel out the tax cut.


What about those who don’t have dependents or are


empty-nesters but still own a home and itemize their


deductions? Obviously, the cut will be less for them,


but the chart from the NYT makes no sense, as it


suggests a substantial number of families earning


between $40-$90,000 would see a tax increase of up


to $2,000 a year.


Barring anomalous circumstances, it’s hard to imagine


families at this income level accruing so many


itemized deductions. Even those in high-tax, high-


priced areas should come out ahead, because, by


definition, it’s hard for people at that income level to


sustain such a liability to begin with.


Sure, many people in New York and California have


high SALT and mortgage interest, but most of them


would be earning more than this income range. All but


the most insane tax jurisdictions should benefit.
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I asked one of the authors of the NYT article on


Twitter how people in that income range could lose


out under the bill. He responded that one example


from the Census data they pulled would work out as


follows:


Here's one example pulled from the data: Married


couple, one child, $75k AGI. Take $33k in deductions:


$7k SALT, $10k MID, $7k charitable, some others.


Lose personal exemption, gain $1k CTC. Nets out to


+$650 in taxes in 2018.


9:56 AM - Nov 28, 2017


28 NovDaniel Horowitz @RMConservative


Replying to @bencasselman and 3 others


But which families? Your chart shows families earning


80-100k. At that level, there is no way the SALT could


be high enough to offset massive CTC and rate cuts. I


cant find a scenario for that income level. I could


understand maybe in the 250-300k range.


Ben Casselman
@bencasselman


This example proves my point; 33k worth of


deductions is associated more with family income of


$150,000-$200,000. Then again, that income level will


benefit from the substantial rate cut. For those earning


less than $75,000, it is hard to see how one has so


much charity and mortgage interest on their tax


return.


Yes, I personally try to tithe and know many others


who do. But the reality is that the level of charity given


by those in that income bracket is less than half the


amount in this hypothetical example.


Also, the sum of 10k for the mortgage interest


deduction is highly unusual for that income level,
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especially with today’s interest rates. According to the


Tax Foundation, the average mortgage interest


deduction for families earning below $75,000 is in the


ballpark of $5,000.


Bottom line: There is a tremendous amount of room to


deviate far from the average on charity and housing


and still come out ahead under this tax plan.


Yes, if someone in the 50k-100k range utilizes


deductions and lives a lifestyle of someone earning


200-300k, then he might come out slightly behind.


And yes, I would have rather the bill cut spending and


cut rates even deeper. But if we all officially agree on


the need to lower rates and flatten deductions, we


can’t account for every anomalous circumstance that


benefits from the current system.


My criticism of the House bill was that it wasn’t only


anomalous tax returns that would lose out but many


families who owned homes in even slightly above-


average cost-of-living areas.


“Unless you give me a permanent tax cut it must


be a tax increase”


The next myth is that many people will see a tax


increase by 2027. This is ridiculous on its face


because, yes, the tax cuts expire after 2025.


Again, I’d rather they cut spending and pay for a


permanent tax cut on the individual side. But it’s better


to get some tax cut. Plus, history has shown that tax


cuts will never be allowed to expire on people at the


income level the Left is focused on. Sure, they will


soak the rich, but we have all become progressives


anyway and don’t care about that.
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According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, 20


percent of all those earning more than $1 million will


see a tax increase under this bill already by 2019. And


unlike its estimates with lower income, there are no


health care subsidy gimmicks in that equation. The


Bush tax cuts were set to expire in 2010 but were


extended for the bottom 99 percent.


So, if the entire focus is on lower-income or lower-


middle to middle-income families – with no regard to


broader fairness and economic growth for everyone –


there is absolutely no truth to the claim that they will


see a tax increase.


Common Core math is clouding simple arithmetic


Finally, there is the age-old deception being peddled


that most of the benefits of the tax cut are going to the


wealthy. This is how progressivity begets


progressivity. It’s sort of like Common Core math.


Say one individual pays $1 million in taxes every year.


Another individual pays just $100 in taxes a year.


Even if we give the low-income earner a larger tax cut


of 10 percent instead of 5 percent, which has always


been the case under GOP tax proposals, the dollar


amount of the cut will be infinitesimal compared to the


cut for the high-income earner.


The problem is that our political class uses the


progressive system as if it is a natural baseline


without any regard for the fact that the wealthy are


already paying almost all of the taxes. There isn’t


much to cut for those below a certain income until and


unless we cut the hidden taxes of regulations (which


are born by all consumers and are quite regressive).
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What are we to do? Give more handouts in the tax


code? The reality is that most families earning below


$40,000 pay no income tax and many receive enough


refundable credits to zero out or dramatically diminish


their payroll tax liability, too. And yet, they still receive


the same Social Security benefits as if they paid the


full FICA. Plus, many get health insurance fully paid


for, along with many other programs.


Can anyone really make a serious argument that we


need to add more means-tested programs to the tax


code? This is why, although I support Sens. Mike Lee,


R-Utah, and Marco Rubio, R-Fla., in their effort to


expand the child tax credit, I oppose the fact that they


take it to such an extreme that they want to make the


full extension completely refundable as a handout to


those who don’t have a positive tax liability.


Either we believe in property rights or we believe in


socialism. We most certainly shouldn’t exacerbate the


existing unconstitutional system.  


Overall, this is not the bill I would have written.


Conservatives would cut spending, repeal


Obamacare, and offer deeper and more certain and


permanent cuts so that everyone would


unquestionably be better off. I would never have


adopted the “chained CPI” for bracket creep. But it is


dishonest to say that the Senate bill is worse than


current law when in fact most families would see


several thousand dollars in savings.


It’s dishonest for people who don’t give a darn about


the deficit when it comes to spending and health care


to suddenly find budget religion when it comes time to


allow people to keep the fruits of their labor.         
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LET’S FIGHT BACK TOGETHER …


… against the mainstream media's biased


reporting, selective facts, and outright


propaganda. Sign up now for the daily dose of


sunlight you need to disinfect the media's lies. It's


free!
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Review. Follow him on Twitter @RMConservative.
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Senate GOP repeals ObamaCare mandate


Peter Sullivan


Senate Republicans have approved the repeal of ObamaCare’s individual


mandate as part of their tax-cut bill, a major step toward ending an unpopular


part of the health-care law.


“Families ought to be able to make decisions about what they want to buy and


what works for them — not the government,” Sen. John Barrasso


John Anthony BarrassoOvernight Energy: Panel advances controversial Trump


nominee | Ex-coal boss Blankenship to run for Senate | Dem commissioner


joins energy regulator Congress, here's a CO2-smart tax fix to protect, create


jobs Senate panel advances controversial environmental nominee MORE (R-


Wyo.) said, hailing the accomplishment.


“I believe if people don’t want to buy the ObamaCare insurance, they shouldn’t


have to pay a tax penalty to the IRS.”


The Senate tax bill must still be reconciled with House legislation that does not


include the mandate’s repeal. But that is unlikely to be a major issue, given


support in the GOP conference for repealing the mandate.


No Democrats in either chamber voted for the GOP tax bills.


It’s unclear what repeal of the mandate will mean for ObamaCare.


Many experts and health-care groups warn that repeal will destabilize


ObamaCare markets, leading to premium increases or insurers simply dropping


out of certain areas. Without a financial penalty under the mandate for lacking


health coverage, there is less incentive for healthy people to sign up and balance


out the costs of the sick.


Some experts counter that the effects will not be as severe as others say, given


that there are doubts the mandate had a strong effect on people to begin with.
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Moderate Republicans are now pushing for bipartisan ObamaCare fixes to help


stabilize insurance markets, setting up a showdown with conservatives.


The mandate’s repeal was not part of the original tax-reform measure released


by the Senate Finance Committee, and Chairman Orrin Hatch


Orrin Grant HatchSusan Collins is swing vote on tax bill GOP sets 23 percent


deduction for small businesses to save tax bill Top GOP senators say they have


the votes to pass tax bill MORE (R-Utah) previously said he wanted to keep the


divisive health-care issue separate from taxes.


But President Trump, along with Senate conservatives such as Sen. Tom Cotton


Tom CottonTillerson may be out, but Trump is the State


Department’s real problem Time for limited US military action against North


Korea Tillerson under pressure after White House plan leaks MORE (R-Ark.),


made a vocal public push for its inclusion.


Repealing the mandate also saves $300 billion over ten years in subsidies that


otherwise would have been spent on consumers, according to the Congressional


Budget Office, providing savings for the tax cuts.


The CBO estimates that 13 million fewer people will have health insurance over


the next decade without the mandate, and it projects that premiums will rise 10


percent. But it also projects markets will remain stable in “almost all areas of the


country.”


While three Republican senators, John McCainJohn Sidney McCainGOP will


sell out middle class for a win on tax ‘reform’ Overnight Finance: GOP to reduce


tax relief by 0B to win over deficit hawks | Republicans eye two-week spending


bill | Fed official urges caution on digital currency | Security of auditing system


under scrutiny Don’t sneak Arctic oil drilling into tax bill MORE (R-Ariz.),
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Susan Collins Susan Margaret CollinsSusan Collins is swing vote


on tax bill Top GOP senators say they have the votes to pass tax bill GOP will sell


out middle class for a win on tax ‘reform’ MORE (R-Maine) and Lisa Murkowski


Lisa Ann MurkowskiOvernight Finance: GOP to reduce tax relief


by 0B to win over deficit hawks | Republicans eye two-week spending bill | Fed


official urges caution on digital currency | Security of auditing system under


scrutiny Don’t sneak Arctic oil drilling into tax bill Senate GOP incorrectly


tweets that it passed tax bill MORE (R-Alaska) defeated an ObamaCare repeal


bill over the summer that included mandate repeal, this time they put aside


their concerns.


Murkowski wrote that repealing the mandate didn’t hurt the structure of the


health-care law, but allowed people the “freedom” to choose whether to enroll.


Collins said she had won a commitment from Trump and Senate Majority


Leader Mitch McConnell Addison (Mitch) Mitchell McConnellTop


GOP senators say they have the votes to pass tax bill Angus King on GOP tax


push: 'To call this a circus would be an insult to circuses' McConnell works to


salvage tax bill MORE (R-Ky.) to pass two bipartisan ObamaCare fixes before


the end of the year. She hopes those bills will counteract the increase in


premiums from mandate repeal.


One of the bills, from Sens. Lamar Alexander Andrew (Lamar)


Lamar AlexanderOvernight Health Care: House conservatives won't back
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spending bill with ObamaCare payments | State officials worry about mandate


repeal | Trump donates paycheck to fight opioids House conservatives won't


back spending bill with ObamaCare payments Collins: Health-care fix will pass


before tax bill MORE (R-Tenn.) and Patty Murray Patricia (Patty)


Lynn MurrayOvernight Health Care: House conservatives won't back spending


bill with ObamaCare payments | State officials worry about mandate repeal |


Trump donates paycheck to fight opioids House conservatives won't back


spending bill with ObamaCare payments Collins: Health-care fix will pass before


tax bill MORE (D-Wash.) funds key payments to insurers, while the other


measure provides funding known as reinsurance to pay for some sick people’s


claims and help bring down premiums.


The Alexander-Murray bill does not directly deal with the effects of repealing


the mandate, and some experts argue there would have to be more reinsurance


funding than currently proposed to make up for mandate repeal.


It’s unclear if either fix will actually become law, as House conservatives oppose


the measures as propping up ObamaCare.


Rep. Fred Upton Frederick (Fred) Stephen UptonHouse GOP to


prioritize ethanol, pipeline legislation GOP: House to vote Friday on opioid bill


During Brain Awareness Week and beyond, collaboration is key MORE (R-


Mich.), a member of the moderate Tuesday Group, said he supports passing


Alexander-Murray to try to counteract the premium increases from mandate


repeal. But he acknowledged conservatives oppose that move, meaning he


thinks the initial House version of a government funding bill will not have the


health fix attached.


He thinks the Senate will add it later, setting up a choice for the House.  


“They'll toss it back to us and either you take it like that or you shut the


government down,” Upton said.
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Trump appears eager to return to the full repeal-and-replace push after the final


tax bill passes.


“We will Repeal & Replace and have great Healthcare soon after Tax Cuts!” he


tweeted in late October.


GOP leaders have not committed to revisiting the issue in an election year,


though Sen. John Kennedy John Neely KennedyMORE (R-La.)


said he thought mandate repeal brings full repeal and replacement a step closer.


“I think it's going to make our third attempt at health-care reform easier,”


Kennedy said.
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At the risk of having to recant later this positive analysis, conservatives might have


something to celebrate at Thanksgiving. A tax cut … if you can keep it. But as always,


wait for the catch. If this is a ruse to get conservatives to support a bailout of the


insurance cartel, then even a legitimate tax cut is not worth the price. Even when a


piece of steak is dangled before us, there is always a string in the back to yank it away


from us.


The stupidity of GOP leaders is what forced them into an untenable catch-22 that


gave them no choice but to accede to minimal conservative demands on both taxes


and health care. Given that Republicans refused to repeal Obamacare and cut


spending, the revenue box they created for themselves made their tax plan a tax


increase and a political liability. They needed more revenue to prop up this


excrement sandwich, and the only way they could find another few hundred billion


dollars was to repeal the individual mandate of Obamacare. It may be the way out,


because repealing the mandate would open the door to collapsing Obamacare while


also saving enough money to restructure the convoluted tax plan into a decent tax


cut. For now, it’s a small mission accomplished … but then comes the catch.


Let’s go through the good provisions:


The insurance cartel members lose their mandate on the American


consumer


To be clear, repeal of only the individual mandate is not a fulfillment of the promise


to repeal Obamacare. The main drivers of the market destruction are the regulations


and subsidies, which remain in place. The massive Medicaid expansion has also lined


the pockets of the insurance and hospital cartels, further fueling their artificial


monopoly on health care. However, at this point, conservatives can make repeal of


the mandate work in an unconventional way, collapse the entire corrupt insurance


cartel system, and open up a competing system. With monthly premiums now up to


$2,100 and beyond, once the mandate to purchase is eliminated, the scam is over.


The cartel will either have to innovate to compete, lobby for the elimination of the


regulations, or face competition from alternative health care models — something


that cannot happen until the mandate is repealed. (I’ve explained this in a previous


article.)
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However, this is all contingent on conservatives blocking any parallel agreement to


bail out the insurance cartel. If Congress passes a bailout alongside the repeal, it


would negate the benefit of repealing the individual mandate.


Everyone gets a tax cut; families get a significant cut


The most important element of a tax cut plan is to actually cut taxes. The problem


with the House bill is that many wouldn’t even get a net tax cut and others would get


only an insignificant cut. The structure of the revised Senate version, with the


reduced rates and the massive expansion of the child tax credit from $1,000 per child


to $2,000, will ensure that everyone gets a significant cut, even after getting rid of


deductions. Thus, it achieves goals of both cutting taxes and eliminating market


distortions. Also, the child tax credit will be a large cut for all families, as the Senate


bill raises the phase-out level to $500,000 of combined income. Under current law, it


begins phasing out at just $110,000, and under the House bill at $230,000.


It’s true that the Senate bill still restrains tax bracket creep to the “chained CPI,”


resulting in less of a cut over time as inflation grows. Conservatives should fight to


eliminate this provision because it could be a Pandora’s box in the future. But the cut


is still significant enough that it’s worth it for now, even if they insist on keeping this


provision.


Economic growth and budget tradeoffs are worthwhile


The major difference in the Senate bill is that whereas the original House version had


$3.3 trillion in cuts to the individual tax burden but essentially cancelled them out
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with almost the same level of increases, the Senate bill cuts individual taxes by $3.7


trillion and raises revenue by only $2.8 trillion.


Where did the extra revenue come from — over and beyond the $300 billion from


repealing the individual mandate?


On the one hand, the corporate tax cut is delayed for a year but then made


permanent thereafter. The individual tax cuts are enacted immediately but then


sunset in 2025. I know many of you will think this is a trap, but the reality is that


there is no way the individual cuts for most people will be allowed to sunset.


Moreover, it’s the right choice to make the corporate tax cuts permanent, because


without the long-term certainty, we won’t see any growth from that reform.


Furthermore, the capital expensing component of the corporate tax reform will be


enacted immediately. It’s just a shame Republicans and the president have done a


poor job building the case that businesses are jobs, wages, and cheaper goods and


services, not just opulent citadels of wealth for evil, greedy businessmen.


So, yes, in the long run, this is a much bigger tax cut than the 10-year window


suggests. Yes, even with some economic growth, it will blow a hole in the deficit. But


Congress was doing that anyway. The choices for conservatives were no spending


cuts and a fake tax cut vs. no spending cuts and a real tax cut. All things equal, in this


environment of doom and gloom, I’ll take anything I can get.


But … here’s the problem


It was already announced that Republicans also plan to pass the Alexander-Murray


insurance cartel bailout in exchange for repeal of the individual mandate. Not only


does a bailout cancel any benefit of repealing the individual mandate, as it


perpetuates the very monopoly we are trying to break, it makes the entire tax plan


not worthwhile. To begin with, this tax plan is nothing earth-shattering, and over


time, the adjusted calculation of inflation will reverse most of the cuts within 10-15


years. Health care, on the other hand, is the issue of our time. The only way to make


the system work like a functioning market with price transparency is to end the


stranglehold of the insurance cartel on health care. Any tax plan that harms our


ability to fix health care is just not worth it.


Moreover, I’m concerned whether this tax plan is really worth the political price we


will pay for it. The expectations have become so low that passage of any moderately


conservative policy will be heralded as a breakthrough. Conservative members will


feel such gratitude for leadership abiding by the party platform for once that they will


feel the need to give leadership a long leash just a couple weeks later in December,
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when the world comes crashing down around us. Congress will massively increase


spending in the omnibus, raise the debt ceiling again, pass amnesty, and enact yet


another bailout for Puerto Rico. And of course, the insurance cartel bailout. If that is


the plan, then this tax bill is nothing more than the peanut butter in the mousetrap.


Furthermore, here’s the sad reality of trying to force leadership into a few


conservative ideas that are then messaged through the toxic megaphone of the GOP.


Because Republicans have spent the past few months aimlessly talking about


undefined “tax reform” rather than massive across-the-board cuts for all families,


they have pre-emptively carpet bombed our messaging on an otherwise decent tax


cut. The bill is already as unpopular as their health care bill from earlier this year


because it was messaged for weeks as a potential tax increase.


This is why we can’t have nice things. The GOP bombs conservative plans and


messages before they can even get out of the gate. That is the grim future of a


movement that refuses to find a home that welcomes it even with one arm.


Want to keep up with what's going on in Washington without the liberal


media slant, establishment spin, and politician-ese?


Sign up to get CRTV’s Capitol Hill Brief in your inbox every evening! It’s


free!


Daniel Horowitz is a senior editor of Conservative Review. Follow him


on Twitter @RMConservative.
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